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Rain and Snow Keep Stalwart Convention Adopts Another
Clause That Will Prevent
Farmers Away From Polls in
Their Validation.
New York and Elsewhere.

The Constitutional Convention, at
Boston, Nov. 8. Meagre returns
It is raining in Oregon this morning
The delegates this forenoon when
The conferring of degrees occupied
show decided Democratic gains which ' an evening session, disposed of part
Charles A. Spiess called the conven- the attention this afternoon of the Ma- and raw, cold weather, with snow,
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was Draper 14, Foss 6. Last year Indebtedness. It was a most interesume the consideration of the arti- With beautiful costumes, suitable Pennsylvania. Elsewhere favorable
Draper 15, Vahey 2.
cle on state, county and municipal In- music and many well known Masons weather conditions prevail, and the
resting and to the outsider, instructThe first return of the election ive session. The audience, for Indebtedness, but despite strenuous ef- in the roles of the- - prophets, knights early morning reports showed that .the
came from precinct 11, New Bedford, stance, learned more than it ever
forts, not much headway was made. and kings the ceremonies are being American citizen was marching to the
Ma bs
i
It was Draper (Rep.) 272, knew before about the militia warG. A. Richardson was again in the carried out this afternoon at Masonic polls in numbers that presaged an alHON. ONESIMO G. MARn'INEZ.
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' sales of said lands shall be kept in a
ag above.
par, others at from fifty to seventy-fiv- e
voting the Socialist ticket.
furnish
Rock
to
of
section'
or
a
Island
collision
of
pasof
now
between
any
is
&
Glore
In
the
clerk
Meek,
ready
8.
Day
No
reading
cents on the dollar. The total I
Nov.
writing
of
432,
city
by
the
the
Voting
payment
Cincinnati,
separate fund for
automobile licenses and building per- - uncoin county, who applied for two the constitution. All officials took believe amounts to $600,000. People
first hour was heavy.
interest and principal of the bonds of senger train and a Santa Fe work
mtts and these should be called for gecond feet of McFarland Canon in their ballot boxes to the commissioner took the warrants In good ' faith.
.; Illinois.
train, three miles south of here toSeries C.
'
sur- In '
' Provided, that whenever there la day, the Rock Island engineer ; was
Chicago.' Nov. 8. It is cold. There at once as the new ordinance compels tne capitan mountains. The amount when they gave bail refusing
payment ' for their ' horses,
render their duties or to leave the balkilled, and thirteen trainmen and pas la a heavy "veBt pocket" vote. Politi- the obtaining of licenses to run a car
cians are at sea. There Is great In- or to build a house.
lot boxes with others.
Continued on Page Eight.
sengers were Injured.
(Continued on' Page Five.)
(Continued n Page Tore)
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TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES

THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GOOD

KEEPERS..

e

will have a fresh stock of Solita re Candies in

next week.

Excellent in) finality. Cheap in Price.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

WE GIVE CASH

Telephone

No. 40.

REGISTER TICKETS
PURCHASES"

CASH

ALL

WITH

present enabling act those delegates
who follow the lead of the Socialistic
CONVENTION
SPARKS.
agitator will forever rest under the
wrath of an outraged people. It looks
like the radical leaders in the conventhe
(Contributed by
Minority.)
tion were proceeding on the theory
Lost, strayed or stolen, one gentle- that every
corporation in Arizona Is
man from Rio Arriba.
r
a
and that in the new
state no honest man will ever be chosDelegate Tlttman's ambitions are en to fill an office.
Be careful; we
not unlike a New Mexico power of at want statehood." Bisbee Review.
torney. It seems as if they cover everything. s
"We are unable to see why a number of Texas papers should be now
Delegate Page, the real Gregory is throwing a succession of fits over the
a whole delegate, big In soul and a action led by Hon. Isodoro Armijo for
worker.
His daily losses on account the determination of the correct eastof his attendance to this convention ern line of New Mexico. Certainly
figure up 250.
personal attacks on Mr. Armijo are
out of place, as his intelligence and
The reading of the minutes has been patriotism have never been questiondispensed with for several days and ed where people know him best, and
the delegates will have to stay In he is right in this matter. The line
session several days hearing George's has been In dispute for years and
musical and guttural tones we think years, and it is wise to now have it
arbitrarily and forever settled. Who
The initiative as far as this con the strip belongs to doesn't matter. It
vention Is concerned Is a "fossil" her Is a cloud on the eastern border that
metically sealed and stored with the should be removed, and now is the
Historical Society of New Mexico and time to do it." Roswell Register
Tribune.
the Smithsonian Institute.
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SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.

1

Established 1856.

A CLEAR

LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of Infant or grown person, of pimples, blackheads,
dandruff,
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
ivy poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
The first application
will give
prompt relief and show an Improvement and in every instance where
used persistently, will destroy the
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
healthy condition.
Let us show you proof of some re--1
rnarkable cures made by Zemo and
give you a 32 page booklet now to preserve the skin. The Capital pnarma-c-

free-boote-

PROM COLORADO

f

M.

....

jiij jii i!jjjL"ii'L'!!J.UL

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SEEN THOSE

LADIES

TAILORED WAISTS

HOUSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS
EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

WE ABE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHIIDREN'S COATS

y

Drug Store.

suitable as the capital of New Mexico, not being centrally located.
It
would be in the extreme south end of
the new state and could have no hope
''New Mexico claims a part of TexEven the Democrats are beginning of being the capital.
as. This may be regarded as the first to believe there is something worth
The disputed boundary line inbit of real evidence that New Mexico while in the phrase "Safe and Sane." volves 200 square miles and El Paso
Man-- The convention
is not worthy of statehood
is on the last lap county contains 8,188 square mile. El
of the race. We know now what will Paso county is very rich in the town!
Chester, N. H., Union,
be incorporated in the document, at of El Paso, not to mention in the
we are satisfied the convention gable land in the Rio Grande valley
Delegate J. J. "Airgun" of Lincoln
is a deep thinker,, chairman op com- will exercise its manifest good judge- - below the city, and the mineral de-- j
mittee on amendments and
good ment ' and continue with the same posits in the mountains." Dallas,
looker. His eyes as blue as the Dan- common sense that has directed its Texas, Morning News.
ube, his classic features and his no- HollhorntinTiH nnrt nnncllisions thUS far. i
torious silence, make him conspicu- The majority of men convened at San- - r Arizona's Latest Progressive Step,
ous among the many.
ta Fe were not pledged for other than
Arizona's constitutional convention
representative government, and had has performed a great public service
"The school lands of. the state they flatly refused to recognize the ana has taken a most commendable
should never be sold. The states that referendum as well as the initiative progressive step in virtually abolish-hav- e
had large donations of land for they would be carrying out the desire ing the grand jury system.
Under
educational purposes have frittered 0 their constituencies. Why they the provision which has been adopted
dithem away in whole or in part, and should be criticized for not going
by the convention criminal trials shall
are now sorry that they did not keep rectly against the wishes of those who be had upon indictment or informa-them.- "
Estancia Herald.
sent them there is past comprehen- - tion by a public prosecutor after hear- 'sion. In the meantime our criticism ing before a magistrate, but certain
"Gentlemen of the convention,
it is an praise. Raton Daily Range.
superior judges are given power to
will be to your credit if you kill those
call a grand jury in session when the
militia warrants deader than a door
It reay begins to appear probable occasion demands it.
nail and bury them beyond all hope that ag far as the acts of the consti--;
The abolishing of the grand jury
of resurrection, and it will be vastly tutionai convention are concerned the system has been discussed for many
to your discredit n you oont.
inomnr.ratic nartv of the territory is. years among lawyers and students of
corro Chieftain.
not going to have a leg left to stand political science, but the innovation
on. By the provisions of the constitu-- j will come with something of a shock
of Bernalillo. tion alreadv agreed upon, the judges; to the general public. The fact is
Delegate "Mont-Olla- "
is a veteran newspaper man, a states o aU the courts are t0 be elected by that the grand jury system as still
man of national fame. He is also to-- tQe people- - A corporation commission
wit: a phonograph and megaphone hag been provlded for and that, too,
(Continued on Page Six.)
combination and he irrigates his ad- - , t h
pipntiVG bodv. The or- jectives, a translator without equal.
ic act lg to contain a referendum HOME METHODS IIV THE FACTORY.
His future is as great as George clause which the Democrats in their
Every one knows .what would happen
Washington's past
wildest hysteria will hardly venture to- if a housewife put down her fruit and
To be sure, there is their be- jellies by simply pouring them from the
T
kettle into the jars and allowing them
"Well. , Afr. Armilo
v , - hear that theyU
(L JVK. k
uut 4t,rj liouo
uu.' j olronrlv to
(IVPIlj
stand with loose covers. Her truit
this morning maUB UiHl IUC l
are irnintr
oientinn
nf
- to decide
II
f,.,,1 o
umiilr)
"
whether women are to vote on cer- - (nfl have been beaten on it two to
tain
WUld b6
lard a
80 that
-sk thbir products in tubs
fats
than . even Democrats are capable of cooI.j
that nothing is too good for women it
what source or
tin's, pvnnc.prl tr nir
th t ,
and I am going to fight for their Q? politicai capital is left to our Demo-- dust and odors.
8
added
with
Cottolene, however, is packed in pails
rights." "Unless," he
cratiC friends? The only rational and
y
smile, "that blamed caucus changes patriotic thing for them to do is to ad- - of .special design, sealed absolutely
mind."
of the constitution l''S, , so that the makers guarantee
vorate. the adoption
.
.
Luuoieue to remain indefinite y as
18
and as fresh as the day it was
DW,vnowng ormulatf: J?8 on! sweet
.
A new book Is just out. It Is
ta
are
..
TA1-.- I
ra-titled a question oi Larauae. ii IB; occasion, but whether they can be j
not by Senor Isidoro Armijo, the New tional is an cjleti question. Here 1b
Mexican. His work is "A Question of tleir opportunity." Socorro
Whenever you want an easy shave
and it can bring enough tain,
As good as barbers over save,
.
call on me at my salon
103rd
,Iut
folks to his aid in moving the
room or eve or busy noon
At
"The delegates from this county
meridian some miles to the eastward.
I'll curl and dreBs theof balr with grace
I'll suit the contour your face,
New Mexican politicians w'll extend have manly stood for all we claimed
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
their field of oDeratlon over some in our nlatform. to the last ditch.
M.yshopls neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
of
valuable Texas territory." El Paso They worked for a separate plank
To suit the tast and please the ralnd.
initiative, referendum, election oi
Times.
isnnreme court judges and railroad
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
Can four men get all
And it came to pass, that Delegate commission.
Childers, the friend of the poor and 'their wants into the constitution,
the native is a corporation man him-- ! Certainly not. They are doing their
to
self also some vice president of4the.best and haven't any apologies
O. K. BARBER SHOP
nine- are
There
acts.
their
for
make
and
Gulf,
Rock Island, Texico, Farwell
otner men wuu waui ium6
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N M
railroad. Thomas Benton was right,
e
to
the coon trap was set and it caught and all have sacrificed manyof dele-thi- s
others. The majority
job. Colonel Childers explains it! tain
n
against any kind of initia-maway "I am the only corporation gatesandarereferendum
it
and
in
getting
of
tive
interests
who works for the
the people if I am one myself." He is at all, it was a victory. The election
Y
of judges and railroad commission;
the people.
and referendum is due to our dele-- i
Tnhn Pace returned from gates, two men from Lincoln and six;
'
week spent at different cities over from Bernalillo county. Naturally they
the territory in the interest oi.nave iu wuib. miu mo uojunw
his law practice. He visited Santa tney were senx as xvepuuuuauo.
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
Fe and was there the day of tne account oi meir ikbuusuvb uu u
in
they
their
pledges,
platform
and
Initiative
on
the
big debate
erendum Mr Pace says Union coun-- 1 have earned the title of "Insurgents,
most of thelr work in
s
iSen's
75c
(nailed) ty's delegates, W. C. Fields and G. W.jThey are doing
to the
50c
Ladies' half soles , - Baker even if they are Republicans committee rooms, not playing
mes u
50c
Rubber heels
are staying by the promises tney galleries,
FIRST CLASS WORK
made the people and have worked for print, but working all the time. They
GUARANTEED.
notmng to gam oy gums uu
the Initiative and referendum at
floor, but everything to lose, wnereas
ery opportunity." Clayton Citizen.
tneir proceuure enauieu iueiu iu
"The delegates in the constitution-- 1 three things by giving one." Las
al convention were not' commissioned Cruces Citizen,
to make the Arizona constitution aj .
Amusement and Alarm,
Socialist Junk shop and if by such ac- tion Arizona loses statehood under the! "Some amusement and some conFor
cern was manifested at the state
year the only
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that' house following the reading of the
first class tonsorial parlor
Associated
Press dispatch stating
Contain Mercury.
in Santa Fe.
as mercury will surely destroy the that the chairman of the boundary constiMexico
New
OUR NEW FITCH
senae of smell and completely derange committee of the
TREATMENT
the whole system when entering it tutionai convention was going to protbmnph the mucous surfaces. SuchlDose to the national congress that
to cure, (not only
articles should never be used except New Mexico cede the disputed land is guaranteed
Texas
to
Dandruff,
j
western
the
tailing hair &
boundary
relieve,
on prescriptions from reputable phy- along
sicians, as the damage they will do and that in return Texas give El Paso other scalp irritations. We also
la ten fold to the eood you can bob-- i county to New Mexico. The dispatch carry a complete line of all the
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca- quoted the chairman b saying that popular hair and facial tonics.
tarrh' Cure, manufactured by F. J. El Paso county has desired to secede
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE It FITCH
in some
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no from Texas and be included
1 western state which has more in comact-BATHS BATHS BATHS
mercury, and is taken internally,
n
of the El Paso
with
blood
the
and
people
the
upon
directly
ing
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
omiR nnrfftces of the system. In buy-- 1 section. This is known to be partly
believed
here
not
Is
sure
it
be
Phone
you
Cure
us, wewillbegladtocallfor yout
true,
Catarrh
though
ing Hall's
iniiiiii Tt- la taken internal- - that anv considerable number of El aundry on onMondays and Tuesdays
gob
Thursdays and Fridays
lv and made in Toledo. Ohio, by P. J. Paso people want to cut loose from and deliver
All work is guaranteed; your
'j Texas. At different times the west
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
socks are mended and buttons
Sold by all druggists. Pric 75c per has agitated the creation of a new
sewed on you shirts, without

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR
LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.
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New Line Fancy Table Reading Lamps

Sterling Silver and Brass Novelties

TI?LF Goods

uli Line

Comein and See one of the
Finest Displays in the West.

SELIGMN BROS CO.
P. O. Box 219

Phone 39

ilWJlUX.tAII

j

--

S, SPITZ, manufacturing Jeweler.

FRANK F. GORMLEY
TAXIDERMIST TANNErSS FURRIER
SPECIMENS

KINDS

ALL

OF

HANDSOME RUGS AND

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

ROBES

MADE

t

TSTSZ1?J'

FROM COYOTE,

WOLF SKINS.

WILDCAT, BEAR AND

j

j

ap-a-

f,,,f

t

manners of

f you buy from us.
You wi! also get a
heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more heat
than any other make
on the market.
1

2TX

loosp-rovrr-

1

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

"

C

Is the kind you get

air-m-

PHONE
BLAOK

IQ

Aid

SANTA FE, N, M.

OANON
ROAD

Our line is composed of the celebrated
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns coal or

en-ltb-

wood

equally well.
Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.

,"

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers

i
i
i

130

DA?HoSGflT
PICTURE

FRAmlnG TASTEFULLY

AND

T. W. ROBERT'S

PALACE

SATISFACTORILY

AVE

ob-th-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Attrtv

ANN PS

SHOE SHOP

Agents For
STOCK

WHOLESALE

s

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

K145

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
7553! I

SiilSt
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

f

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

--

6.

CLEAN

PHONE AC
BLACK

bi

.KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

ANYTHING

ANTEEDNEW

SATISFACTION

GUAR-

MANAGEMEN- T-

'

EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- V'4i
Gentlemen's Hats Made New.

ev-ha- d

LEO HERSCH

We have it.

APvD RETAIL

--

--

Stle

cV&

e

half-sole-

INTERNATIONAL

hardware

ty-si- x

DONE.

NICK

Wholesale

If it's Hardware

j

lOS

RED

g?'

Phone
Red 132

H A QH A Wfifl Drnnlafnf

East Side

i9

Una

I

corrick--

ILAbS

assured
satisfaction
s

hack Line sssiEV..
Baggies and Saddle Horses

HACK SERVICE

Livery

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

j

Call up

j
j

STERLING NOVELTIES

MESH PURSES

'Phone 8

mu-imo-

PICTURE FRAMES IN DEPOSIT WEAR
FINE LINE OF S TERLIN6

j

FLAT AND HOLLOW WEAR.

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

RATES RIGHT.

j

345 San Francisco

MBMWMBW

8treet,

wwiimn

H, Q,

YONTZ

Santa Fe,

miiii iimiiii

ATT

A

T

TipV

UUilLlI I

N. M.

bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
patloi.

const!-

-

state carved from western Texas and
extra charge.
part of New Mexico and select El Paso
as the capital El Paso would not he PHONE RED 122. PHONB BHD

hmhjt

Bm fiasiar Xvenn

CHAS. CLOSSON

122.

m

Is the thing of greatest importance in medicine. Without it the

-

jlTT

A I

I

V

I
yUxiLlll
It is because of our

best efforts of the physician fail to produce the proper results.
That is the reason for our insistence in getting prescription drugs of finest quality, of tested purity.
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or Texas.
Charles A. Spiess Baid that the
school lands have been granted to
the state upon certain conditions. He
read these conditions from the Enabling Act and insisted that the state
must comply wuh these conditions
but that the Brice amendment does
not conflict with them, and that both
the Brice and the Catron amendments should be Included in the section. He said that in a very short
time the state would issue $3,000,000
worth of bonds and it would be well
to furnish a home market for these
bonds, thus avoiding the payment of
brokerage and commission.
Charles Springer offered an amendment which united uie two propositions or amendments in legal lanMissouri, Oklahoma

ACT QUICKLY.
Delay Has Been Dangerous In Santa
Fe.
Do the right tSlng at tne rlgnt time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.

Cure all distressing, dangerous

kid-

ney ills.

Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Loeario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was In evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
.word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

SEPAMTE SCHOOLS
VOTED

DOWN

Convention Unanimously and
Quietly Eliminates the

Offensive Reference

Doan-Kidne- y

Foster-Milbur-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Res-weat 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a, m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The

ll

(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
la $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.,
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more than the best He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and It cured him in one day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by The

Capital Pharmacy.

VIS

J

HELDTWOSESStOHS YESTERDAY

Constitution Makers Have a
Streak of Industry and Work
Like Beavers.

guage.

Brice accepted the amendment.
reThe Catron amendment was
jected.
Edward xittman offered a further
amendment which included railroad
mortgage bonds of railroads that have
paid four per cent dividends on their
common stock for seven consecutive
years previous .o the investment
The Brice amendment as modified
and that unanimously.
Charles Springer was adopted.
As the New Mexican went to press by
E. D. Tittman objected to any legisyesterday afternoon, the Constitu- lature
having anything to do with protional Convention in Committee of the
a mode of Investment for the
viding
matwas
still considering the
Whole
school fund and cited an example
ter of safeguarding the Investment of of the New York
legislature as a
the permanent school fund of the
bad precedent.
state. C. R. Brice had offered an particularly
The Tittman amendment was voted
amendment which was to extend the down
with emphatic "noes."
scope of investment so as to include
Section 9, upon motion of George
school
and
district
bonds
municipal
W. Prichard, was amended, so as to
and in further discussion of his direct the
legislature to provide the
amendment said that his amendment proper methods and qualifications for
would afford a home market for
teaching in the public schools.
home securities and that the Catron
At this juncture a recess was taken
amendment would leave it entirely to to permit an informal discussion of
the Governor and Secretary of State the matter of separate schools. Upto select the Investments for the on reconvening C. M. Compton moved
school fund.
,
that the last paragraph of Section 10
Prichard said thrt under the En- be stricken out. H. O. Bursum moved
to
that Section 12 be stricken
abling Act the Governor and Secre- out amend
C. M. Compton accepted
also.
of
of
such
State
had
tary
supervision
The last paragraph
amendment.
the
as
of
school
is
fund only
the
part
10 and Section 12, were
derived from the state school lands of Section
stricken out without a disand not of that part derived from thereuponvote.
There was applause.
senting
sources.
other
The striking out of these sections
J. W. Childers favored the Brice eliminated all reference to the estabamendment because it Is exactly the lishment of separate schools.
A. A. Sedillo moved to strike out
provision of the Texas constitution
and he had never heard of Texas ever Section 13. providing for uniform
losing a cent of school money. He school text books not to be changed
did not believe in New Mexico school joltener than once in five years, and
funds being loaned out in Arizona, mat no leacner or aireccor uuan ire
directly or indirectly interested In the
profits arising from the sale of books,
apparatus or furniture, or in any con
tract for the construction of school
houses.
Sedillo said the legislature should
at least be trusted to pass the proper
legislation covering these points, adding that the constitution might as
well provide for the color of the wall
paper in the public schools.
Jose D. Sena said that part of the
section is legislation but he did favor
a clause which would prevent the top
frequent change of text books.
Charles A. Spiess called the section
legislation pure and simple that
ought to be eliminated.
W. E. Garrison spoke in favor of the
section and pointed out the evils that
the section sought to remedy. The
school books should be selected by
persons who know something about
text books. The proposition that di
rectors should not be interested in
school contracts is a permanent one
affected by change in conditions. He
spoke against the too freauent change
of text books.
an
C. M. Crompton pronounced
eulogy upon Noah Webster's spelling
book and in a flight of poetic fancy
brought back to memory the rather
"stirring") contents of that ancient
text book. He spoke against too frequent change of textbooks but wanted
to leave It to the legislature to pass
on the subject.
The motion to strike but was lost.
The result was greeted with applause.
Jose D. Sena moved to strike out
the latter part of the section. This
motion was lost amid applause.
A. A. Sedillo moved that Section 14
be stricken out. The motion was lost.
Jose D. Sena moved the adoption of
the entire article and it was unani1 mously adopted. The committee of
the whole rose and Chairman Fall was
applauded as he stepped from the
president's rostrum.
A. A. Sedillo moved an amendment
to Section 8 providing for a guarantee by the state against losses and
diversion of the school fund. The
amendment was laid on the table and
the report of the committee of the
A recess was
whole was adopted.
taken to 8 p. m.
Without tears and

without

cere-

mony the separate school for negroes provision in the report of the
committee on Educatirn was buried
by the Constitutional Convention yesterday afternoon. There was no oratory, there were no fireworks, the
audience hardly noticed that a much
fought provision was being Interred

GASH

"

T
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blankets and equipage. "I know this
to be a fact for I lived here at the
time." Will you now say that these
warrants shall never be presented
in court? Every state In the Union
that paid its militia, when it presented its claim in proper form to Confor such exgress, was
penditure by the government of the
United States. If New, Mexico presents these claims in proper form,
many of which are and must be valid,
becuase of the services rendered and
the supplies furnished and the goods
lost, they will be paid. Because you
repudiate them you may lose statehood. If any one goes to President
Taft or Congress and Informs them
that this convention repudiated a va
lid debt, they will have no other recourse but to disapprove the consti
tution.. "I am not arguing for these
warrants, I am arguing for the people
of New Mexico." It is an unheard of
proposition to prohibit any man from
going into court to present his claims.
"Who is going to Washington to
tip off the government that we have
taken this action?" shouted B. D.
i
Tittman.
"You, I expect," calmly
replied
Mr. Catron amidst the great glee of
his audience.
ti. o. uursum said:, "The convention can do nothing that will deprive
any one of his rights if 'right they
are. The convention is not sitting as
1

a judicial body to pass on the validity
of claims against the Territory. It is
unjust to say to any person that he
shall not have a right to go into court.
As a matter of law, the state cannot
be sued except with Its permission
or a positive statute to that effect.
These warrants whether valid or invalid, will never be paid by the state.
I know a few holders who rendered
actual service and held these warrants for forty years in oonfidence
that they would be paid. The legislatures of New Mexico, of whom
these gentlemen complain, have never favored their payment. The militia warrants issued by Kansas, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Missouri and other states have been paid by the federal government No action should
be taken here that will preclude the
federal government from paying the
New Mexico warrants. This constitution already has provided that they
shall not be validated and the holders will have to look to Congress to
pay them. Under the enabling act,
New Mexico has no right to repudiate
or to validate them."
Charles A. Spiesa dwelt on the
fact, that one is apt to be unpopular
unless advocating that every one who
ever held a militia warrant, should be
As far back as the legislahanged.
ture of 1896, whenever the word militia warrant was mentioned, there was
a panic and the man who dared to
intimate that they ought to be paid
would never have gotten out of the
capitol building alive. It Is therefore
absolutely Idle to prohibit their payment for no legislature would have
the temerity to do so. They have not
been paid since 1865, and every one
knows that they never will be paid,
by the people of New Mexico. The
convention is required to approve the
valid existing debt of the Territory
of New Mexico. This convention can
therefore not invalidate any valid
In
claim against the commonwealth.
1885, during the Geronimo raid, several militia warrants were issued to
a gentleman at Lake Valley, Sierra
county, for furnishing supplies. Mr.
Spiess was asked what the chances
were for .their payment, and knowing
the temper of the people and the legislatures, he advised the holder to
charge the warrants up to profit and
loss; that he would not be responsible
for his ever leaving Santa Fe, if he
would ask the legislature to pay them.
But It should not be made to appear
in the constitution that the people
of New Mexico go on record as repudiating what appears to be a valid
debt; that they closed the doors of
the courts to litigants who came forward to prove that they hold a valid
certificate of indebtedness.
J. W. Childers asked why the honest people of this territory had not
Mr.
before.
paid these warrants
Spiess replied

that

New Mexico can-

not be sued at all unless it itself provides for this by some positive enactment. Because it is unpopular, New
Mexico should not show ignorance, or
vice, or repudiate any claim that may
be valid. "I am ready to go as far as
any one to protect the people of New
Mexico against the payment of any
invalid militia warrant'
H. B. Fergusson reiterated that the
great bulk of the warrants were
bought from the original holders at
three cents on the dollar, and others
from eight to ten cents on the dollar. The statute of limitation outlaws
a note in six years and these warrants have been held for more than
forty years without being brought into court. A certain coterie has been
importuning legislature after legislature, and every legislature has indithem fraudulent
rectly pronounced
and would have nothing to do with
them. "The enabling act did not contemplate that we should assume a debt
that legislature after legislature passed over as fraudulent. Will Taft refuse to approve out constitution because we repudiate a fraudulent
claim? He centainly will not. However, I am tired of hearing that we
must submit to everything, must surrender the rights of manhood In order
to get in as a state. We have discovered a cure that will prevent these
warrants from haunting the halls of
our state legislatures, or the halls of
our courts of justice."
A. B. Fall responded tnat It was not
a cure but a method of their repudiation of a debt that had been discovered. "I am tired, too," he said, "of
hearing insinuation after insinuation
that some members are not as sincere and earnest for the welfare of
their constituents and of the commonwealth, as some others. When It is
attempted to say that no court shall
have jurisdiction in this matter, It is
direct repudiation. The fair name of
this state should not be tarnished by
the repudiation of any valid debt." He
told of how he as one, twenty years
ago, Investigated the militia warrants
and knew something of the law and
facts under which they were issued
during the Civil War and again dur
ing the Indian Wars prior to 1880; how
in 1880, the legislature provided by
law that these warrants should De
brought into the auditor's office to be
audited by the auditor and the adjutant general, and if found valid to
be countersigned by me governor,
and that any surplus in the treasury
above $5,000 should be used for the
payment of the warrants. "Now this
corrupt legislature which we have
heard so much about, has ever since
seen to it in the appropriation bills
that the holders of these warrants
could not lay their hands on any surplus funds of the Territory."
Many of the warrants were signed
by the auditor and adjutant general,
but were never signed by the governor. Fall then reviewed thp history
of the Geronimo raid, told of the number of white people killed in Socorro and other counties. Warrants were
issued In that campaign and some of
them are held by Captain Jack Fleming of Silver City, who still holds
them. To one corporation attorney,
a warrant of $14.25 was issued tor a
by
six weeks' trip. It was signed
Edmund T. Ross, the first Democratic
governor the territory had in many'
years. To say that no such warrant
shall be offered as evidence in any
court of the state is repudiation.
Fall then offered a substitute amendment which solved the problem before
the convention and was' later adopt'
ed almost unanimously. ' It provided
that no militia warrant offered In evi- -
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" About six years ago my hands beran
to crack and peel. I tried many rtm-editw, but they grew
worse ail the time.
At last they bccama
so sore that it was
impossible for me
to do my housework. If I put my
hands in water I
was in agony; if I
tritd to cook, the
hPAt

urr"

.

intpncA

pain. I consulted a doctor, but without
the least satisfaction. After about a year
of this suffering, I got my Bret relict
when I tried Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment. After using them for a week
I found to my Rreat del ight that mv hands
were beginning to feel much better, the
ieep cracks began to heal upandstop
and in a littlo while my hands were
cured by using only one cake of Cuticura
Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment.
I am very thankful to say that I have
had no return of the skin disease since.
I shall be glad if you will publish this
io that others may know of Cuticura,
Mrs. Minnie Drew, 23 Danforth 8t.,
Jamaica Plain, Mass., April 20, 1910."
For thirty years Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment have afforded speedy
relief to tens of thousands of
and disfigured sufferers from
rashes, itchings, irritations and
chaflngs, from infancy to age, bringing
comfort and peace to distracted households when all else failed.
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dence in any suit against the state or
any officer shall be prima facie or
conclusive evidence in such suit
H. M. Dougherty declared that if
the warrants are valid there is absolutely no power in the convention to
make them Invalid. "We would stultify ourselves to do so." But the fact
remains that of the militia warrants
issued prior to 1880, ninety-nin- e
per
cent
were absolutely fraudulent.
While there were some valid war-

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

rants they were issued in such excessive amounts and bought by speculators so that the whole barrel full must
be considered illegal. All tempefa-tlon- s
have been taken from the legislature to validate them. The legislative doors have been closed to them.
Now the question arises: "How shall
the doors of the courts be closed to
them?" They too have been closed
for you can only sue a sovereign state
with Its consent "I have no objection to the Fergusson amendment, except as a lawyer. That when you say
a man cannot go into court to prove
a claim, we stultify ourselves." A
long time has elapsed. No evidence
except the warrants themselves exists as to their validity. It is wise
therefore to say that they shall not
be considered prima facie or conclusive evidence.
That may be harsh
but it Is just, because of the frauds
that have been perpetrated. The
of warrants issued by a Democratic governor In 1S85, should be separated, from those issued previously, of
which no man knows the amount, but
which is reputed to be about $1,000,-00and as to these, the proof of their
validity should be on the holder.
At this juncture, A. B. Fall, offered
a further amendment which provided that this provision shall not be
deemed a license to sue the state.
A. H. Hudspeth would not shut out
the holders of valid militia warrants
from going to Congress for relief. But
if the state must first pay the war
rants before Congress can act, he did
not believe that the people want to
take that chance. The Congress of
the United States cannot be deceived
and It will pay New Mexico to be
fair and candid. The people from
1865 to 1910 had some confidence in
their legislatures and If these were
just claims why were they not paid?
The members of these legislatures
were honest men and in a good deal
better position to judge than the peo-
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roller
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base
units
doors;
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see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
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non-bindin-

New Mexican Printing Company
Fe, New Mexico.
Sole Agents, Sar

ple of today.
Nestor Montoya insisted that the
proposition should be settled by the
convention once and forever. Forty
years has been long enough to consider every phase of the question and It
is time now to shut every door to
these claimants. We do not want the

ghost that haunted the territorial legislatures to haunt the corridors of
future state legislatures, we want to
go In with a clean bill of health. "A
cousin of mine was given a warrant
for $12,000 for1 an article worth $70,
and another man I know received a
warrant for $1200 for a pair of top
boots. I understand that the rest of
the warrants were issued on the
same kind of a basis. I am saying
this not to make political capital but
to do my duty to my constituents."
C. M. Compton said that this is not
a partisan question but should be
dealt with in a business way as business men would deal with it. No leg
islature of the future will ever vali
date the warrants that are invalid. "1
am opposed to the Fergusson amendment because it gives recognition in
the constitution to claims that ought
not to be thus dignified or recognized.
I believe in paying our honest debts
even if they be 20, or 30 or even 50
years old." There was applause at
this.
A. A. Sedillo insisted that there was
still a loop for the warrants, because
there Is no provision that the legis
lature shall not appropriate any funds
in payment of these warrants and
therefore offered an amendment which
brought F. E. Wood to his feet. He
said that the' Fall amendment Is
far as honest men ought to go, that
a step beyond it is repudiating an
honest debt, is writing across the back
of the new state in big letters, the
word "Repudiation." New Mexico
should go into the Union with a clean
bill of health and a clean conscience.
but it will not it it goes beyond the
action already taken in this matter
and beyond the Fall amendment "We
cannot repudiate debts that were In
curred In defense of the Union. It
was the great Democratic party that
first made so infamous a suggestion
(Continued
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THOSE MILITIA WARRANTS.
out of every one hunTo ninety-nindred people, the militia warrants represent a very vague claim to public
funds, a claim that has neither legal
nor moral foundation. It was well
therefore, that in the debate last evening in the constitutional convention,
the history of those warrants was
outlined, their origin was disclosed
and their status at the present indicated. It was brought out that in
e

their inception the militia warrants
represented payment for services ren
dered and supplies furnished during a
time of need and stress when ordinary, every day prices did not furnish an adequate measure of value. It
was in the days that General Sibley
with his Texans swept into New Mexico and carried everything before
him; that General Canby, the federal

commander, urged Governor Conley to
issue a call for emergency volunteers
so that the southwest might, be saved
to the Union. There were no federal
and no territorial funds available to
pay or even equip these emergency
men. The situation was much the
same as when Lee invaded Pennsylvania and emergency men were called
out by that state and served from
thirty to ninety days and then mus
tered out. There was a response to
the call of Governor Conley. The na-- J
tive people came forward and furnishing their own horses, their own equipment, their own subsistence marched
to Valverde near Fort Craig, Socorro
county, there to be .overwhelmed by
the Texans and to he scattered, losing
their mounts, their equipment, their
everything. It was soon afterwards,

that the militia warrants had their

in-

New Mexico was too poor to
reimburse these men for their losses
or for their time; in fact, it was a
debt that was owing by the United
States rather than by the territory, although the territory was in the first
place responsible for it. The militia
warrants were issued in satisfaction
of those claims, and later, also, for
claims arising from the several Indian
wars in which New Mexico troops
were organized to fight the Red Skins.
In 1880, a legislative effort was made
to audit and pay these warrants. The
ception.

territorial auditor and the adjutant
general examined such as were presented and the governor was supposed
to countersign them. A law was passed, that as Eoon as there was an unappropriated surplus of $3,000 or more
in the territorial treasury that such
surplus in excess of $5,000 should be
available for the payment of such
warrants as had been properly audited
and approved. It is understood, that
'many warrants were audited at that
time but that Governor Ross did not
countersign them. In 18S5, during the
Geronimo raids, another batch of
in militia warrants was issued in
Grant and nearby counties in payment
of supplies and for services rendered
because no cash was available for the
troops or they were too far distant
from a disbursing officer.
This is then, the inception or origin
of the militia warrants. It can hardly be said that their origin was fraudulent, or even invalid, or considering
the time, illegal. Many other states
resorted to similar emergency measures and what is more, the securities
based on them, have been paid, either
by Uncle Sam or by the states, the
latter being reimbursed by the for$16,-00-

0
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DIRECT LEGISLATION
FAILS.
Admitting for argument's sake that
there are theoretical beauties about
direct legislation that cannot be gainsaid, it is in practice that these beau
ties avail not on account of the indif
ference of the ordinary voter. The
Associated Press dispatches said yes

terday for instance, that despite a
most energetic campaign made in
Ohio, 200,000 voters legs registered
for the election this year than did two
years ago. It seems that a presidential election alone brings out anything
near a full vote and that even, if
weather is adverse or some other tri
vial obstacle arises, th'e average voter
stays away from the polls unless a
carriage or an automobile is sent for
hira. In Colorado, the vote on consti
tutional amendments the past thirty
years has averaged only thirty per
cent of the vote cast at the general
That this condi
election preceding.
tion prevails also in Oklahoma, even
at this time, the Cheroke Oklahoma,
Republican admits, for it says:
"The fallacy of the initiative and
referendum could be tested best by
submitting to the average citizen
this Question. "What are the six
questions to be voted on at this election?" It is safe to say that not one
oul of five could state offhand what
the six questions are. We read the
newspapers of the state every day and
before this article was written the
writer had to look up the question to
make sure what they all were. The
prohibition question is a familiar one
to every citizen by reason of its
character and the widespread interest
that always occasions a vote on a
moral question.
"But as to the other five questions
f
it is safe to say . that over
of the citizenship of the state will enter the booth hot knowing what the
other questions are. Even if they
should know the title of the questions
the average citizen will not know
the purpose and intent of the questions. They are submitted in a con
one-hal-

glomerated mass merely for the ap
proval or rejection of the question.
There is a danger that the average
citizen will vote against them, on ac
count of not knowing what the pur
port of the question is. There is no
expression of a crystalized sentiment,
no rendering of a sober judgment
and no declaration of the electorate on
the merit of the questions. The vote
taken will simply be a
vote with chances favoring adoption
or rejection in the same degree. The
vote will be simply a chance and
thereby the initiative will be but a
farce, an empty guess and not a determination of the sentiment of the
d

whole people."
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Completely

4

-

Fire proof

1-- 4

6heet.

Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
Affidavit.

Rooms $1.00 to:$2.00 per day.
cents and up.

European plan.

sheet

2

j

Meals 50

1-- 2

sheet

Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet.
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet
Applicant,
.
Deposition of Witness.
sheet.
full sheet.
Yearly Proof,
Final Proof.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
sheet
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

j

j

J--

DIGNE0,

C.

Proprietor

2

Wft

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
snniiPT madv to fiat and vnn will nnt hm.v tn

vn

1-- 2

i

2

....

1--2

sheet

Affidavit of Contest Against

sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final

NOW

rr "

Serving

i

"v"

o

wait.

"v

Onr Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours .

1-- 2

e

proof,
Additional
320

sheet

sheet

1--2

Entry,
Homestead Entry,

THE HOTEL CORONADO

G.LUPK HERRBRA
Proprietor

sheet

2

1-- 2

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap

plicant, full sheet

half-ounc- e

,

FRAKK McKASE,

CF SAIITA FE.

sheet
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
Proof of Labor, 4 sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, 2 sheet
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,

ular communication
first Monday of eacl
month at Masonic ha
at 7.30 . m.

J. B. BEAD, CasMet.

President,

PALER,

lb

Mex.

No

J.

L, A. HUGHES,

Printed and for sale by New Mexi
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.

MASONIC.

ONE CENT LETTER POSTAGE.

The total receipts of the postofflce
have any interest whatever in condepartment in the early days of the
and
has
out
either
it
tracts
by
given
'
mer.
government were much less than the
It is set forth however, that many proved a good law that has prevented receipts of a modern city of twenty-fiv- e
a
is
Of
course,
it
of the warrants. were issued for ex- much scandal.
thousand inhabitants; and there
cessive amounts, that while a few slander to say that it has been the were less than two hundred postoffices
New
of
districts
some
rural
in
custom
be
held
the
original paymay still
by
all told in 1792. Now they are numees or in their families, most of them Mexico for the three school directors bered by the ten thousand, and they
annual
fell into the hands of speculators who to make a jack pot of the'
turn over to the treasury about a quar'bought them at three to eight cents school income, giving one third to ter of a billion dollars every time the
on the dollar. An instance was cited one director for supplying a teacher earth completes its course round the
last evening, where a warrant of $12,-00-0 from among his friends, another thirdj sun.
,
was issued for an article worth to a school director to act as janitor
only $70. The gross face of the war- and the remaining third to the reCONVENTION SPARKS.
rants. Is Baid to have increased to maining 'director to furnish the
almost $600,000 or even a million, dol- wood with which to heat the school
Delegate Walthom from Grant, a
lars; that for every dollar of valid room but there have oeen cases, as
newspaper man, was heard
thorough
indebtedness there Is now a frauduW. E. Garrison said yester to
lent claim of nine dollars. This much Delegate which school directors or was say that correspondent "Harry"
not acquainted with the leading
is certain, the people of New Mexico day, in
school teachers sold to school dis- men of New Mexico, when he referred
warwill
not
not
these
and
pay
ought
charts for $30, or built a to Solomon Luna as Delegate Solomon
rants; forty-fiv- e
years have elapsed tricts $15 house for $1,000. Mere Moon.
school
Afterwards, when the second
$500
since the first militia warrants were
was fired, he grasped the
issued and no court has been asked ethics should prevent any municipal installment
a hearty laugh
to pass upon their validity although body from giving a contract to any idea and then he had
on himself. It was a horse on him.
It was evident that with each year of its members, but a code of ethics is
the witnesses who could prove that no more than a house of cards when
(Contributed by the Minority.)
the warrants were issued for services it comes to "business" and it is wise
A Truth Without the Hobble Skirt.
rendered or supplies furnished were to write a clause into the constitution
passing away. This In itself is such even if it is mere legislation, that will To La Revista de Taos.
I was born and reared in the Demolaches that will make it increasingly back up mere ethics in this particular.
cratic cradle, until recently. From
difficult to secure relief from Con
now on, as a free man, I declare mygress. Yet, the fact remains, that
The New Mexican is pleased to
no legislature, not even the constitu note, and the people will be glad to self a Republican and a man, and
tional convention, can make that in hear, that as a rule, partisanship Is hereby take off the!" yoke of Democvalid which was valid in its incep taking a back seat in the convention racy. I shall fight in the Republican
The
tion, and both are forbidden by the lately. The Democrats have found files, and against the Democrats.
enabling act, even if they could other that the making of medicine is not ne- Democrats are serpents and the worst
enemies the
have
which
make that valid
wise,
one sided and that for every to cope with xxx
Is invalid. It seems, that the holders cessarily
made by them two were made
JUAN M. CHAVEZ.
of these warrants should come for pill
The votes lately
ward with such proof as is still avail for their opponents.
show divisions along other
Hon. Thomas Bento C. made a flyable, should make a clear and com recorded
lines and the harmony ing trip to southern New Mexico, took
than
party
prehensive statement of their claims
are adopt- in Las
and present them to Congress, looking with which most provisions
Cruces, but he failed to be
that statesmanship captured by the insurgents,' who, with
ti the nation for reimbursement on ed Is indicativehand
at
for the time
Ruch warrants as were issued with the has the upper
very few exceptions are getting quite
scarce. We would suggest to Hon.
color of legality for services rendered least in constitutional halls.
Martin Lobman to lease Delegate
and supplies furnished.
The Obar Progress says that the edi Childers' coon trap and employ Major
The charm of Santa Fe has cast its torials of the New Mexican sound Llewellyn to proceed putting same in
magic spell over the delegates of the frantic. Brother Kleinfelder ought to operation. ; Delegate Childers prizes
constitutional convention and it seeirg see the Albuquerque Tribune Citizen this apparatus very highly but is
as if most of them want to stay-- ' at
good natured and having a lot of
A Kansas club has been organized ".fellow feeling" he might be induced
long as the law allows. Finding no
other way, they resort to eloquence to in Roy. This ought to counteract the to lease. Delegate Catron insists in
Texas and Oklahotoa his remarks that Childers gets them
help pass the time and to put off the Unorganized
coming and going,
day of adjournment as far as possible. clubs In eastern New Mexico.

sheet
Relinquishment,
Township Plats,
sheet
Township Plats, full sheet
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
'
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davles
of Mortgage, full sheet
Attorneys at Law.
Application for License. 2 sheet
Practices in the Supreme and DisRetail Liquor License.
sheet
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Notice of Conveyat.ce,
sheet.
Office
in
Catron
Block.
specialty.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet
C. W. G. WARD
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License,
Territorial District Attorney
2
sheet
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Certificate of Birth.
- ,New Mexico
Las Vegas,
sheet
Certificate of Death, 4 sheet
Butchers' Shipping Notices,
EDWARD C. WADE

SSESBBS&i3
RATE 8 J1.00A DAY AND IIP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

2

4

1--2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotbl in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and wlt'h bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE In
the City tn connection with Hotel.', First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveUng
V
men. Give us a trial if yon want first class service,

1--2

.

2

Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

1--

1-- 4

New

1--

and Complete Line of Dress Goods

1-- 4

sheet

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In tha
Probate Cocrt and before the TT. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.

Attorney-at-La-

Cost Bond,

sheet

4

Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Letters of Administration,
sheet
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2

EVERYTHING IN

WEARING APPAREL

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

2

-

E

1--2

Nei? Mexico

1--

sheet
R.

Letters Testamentary,
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit 2 sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease, 2 sheet
Lease of Personal Property,

W. WITTMAN

2

1--

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyo1- General's Office
.
. Santa Fe,
New Mexico

1--2

COMPANY

sheet

Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
Warrant to Appraisers," full sheet
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2

Investments

1--

Lands, Mines, Bonds A 8tocks.
Money Loaned for Investors,
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities throughout Taos county.

Bank References Furnished.

Taos

-

-

1--

sheet

Replevin Writ 4 sheet
Replevin Affidavit 4 sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint
1--

General Express f env aiders

i

1--

sheet

1-- 4

1--4

Attachment
Attachment
Attactiment
Attachment
4

sheet
Execution,
Summons,

1-- 4

sheet.

Affidavit,
Bond, 4
1--

Writ

4

sheet
sheet
sheet

Summons as Garnishee,

4
1--4

g

sheet
sheet

;

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesic
and all Foreigr Countries.
i

Certificate of Brand.
sheet
Sheep Contract 2 sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks-Appea-l
Bond,
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
1-- 3

1-- 2

1--

Parts of the World.

All

1-- 4

1--4

JOHN K. STAUFFER
:
Notary Publlo
Office with the New Mexican Print-InCompmy.
. New Mexlot
Santa Fe,

Wells Fargo & Company

1-- 2

sheet
Warrant

New Mexico

STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
Physician & Surgeon,
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 prm.
2 to 3 p. m., and
by appointment
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 43.

,!,.'

CO

1--

1

PROBERT

SELIGMAN; DRY GOODS

ADOLF

1--2

-

;

.
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BLANKS.

The postmaster general is credited
with the statement that in the near
future the rate of letter postage can
safely be reduced to one cent for each
ounce, says the Youth's Companion,
The postofflce department is almost
and he thinks that
when the receipts equal the expendit-- j
Chas. R. Easley,
ures Congress will be in a mood still Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
further to facilitate the transaction of
EASLEY & EASLEY,
business by reducing the rate of letj
Attemeys-at-Later postage.
Every reduction in the rate has been j
followed by a large increase in the
WILLIAM McKEAN
postal receipts. Where a man wrote
Attorney-at-Laone letter at three cents a half ounce
and Land Law.
Mining
he wrote two at two cents, and when
' New Mexico
the allowable weight of a letter wasj Taos,
increased to one ounce, men and
E. C. ABBOTT
women not olrly were less restricted!
as to the length of their letters, but!
Attorney-at-Lawrote more of them.
Practice Jn the District and SuCorrespondence used to be an ex- preme Courts. Prompt and careful
pensive luxury. The rate of postage attention given to all business.
fixed in 1792 was six cents for a dis- Santa Fe,
New Mexice
tance under thirty miles, an amount
which increased with the distance unG. W. PRICHARD
til the maximum rate of twenty-fivcents for four hundred and fifty miles
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
or more was reached. These rates pre
vailed till 1845. when a rate of five and gives special attention to cases
cents for three hundred miles and before the Territorial Supreme Court
ten cents for a greater distance was Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
fixed for
letters. Six years
later this was reduced to three cents
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
for three thousand miles or less. The
Attorneys-at-Larestriction on distance was removed
during the Civil War, for the benefit Practice in the District Courts as
of California; and in 1883 the rate well as before the Supreme Court of
was reduced to two cents. Finally the the territory.
allowable weight was increased to Las Cruces.
New Mexice

Spanish-America-

II.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

The present situation in which the
constitutional convention finds itself,
says the Arizona Republican, ought
not to have been unexpected.
On the
contrary, it Is the inevitable result of
the methods by which the controlling
spirits of the convention sought to
form a constitution. There are, of
course, able gentlemen of the majori- ty whose plans were broad and who
desired to make an instrument which
would be creditable to the state. But
they have been overruled by gentle
men whose plans were narrow.
They each desired that the constitution should meet some local condition.
Ix)cal conditions are so numerous in
Arizona that it was inevitable that
the plans of the makers formed in
the little hollows of their own localities would reach a point of conflict,
which has taken the form of a seri-- !
ous struggle between the prohibitionists and the
Neither the prohibitionists nor the
have directly
brought about the present muddle. A
confused condition had been caused
by. others, who were seeking local or
private advantage.
This confusion centered naturally
in paragraph 8 of the substitute com
mittee's direct legislation measure,'
which was tinkered with until it came
to have as many meanings as there
were contributors to it, and at last, as
some of the contributors believe, it
has come to have no meaning at all.
In this situation, the
suspected that they were
about to be permanently deprived by
the constitution of advantages they
now enjoy, and the prohibitionists believed that their enemies were about
to be permanently entrenched in those
advantages and that their own activities would be forever restricted.
Whether or not the issue between
them should be settled in the constitution or left to subsequent legislation, it is certain that the issue as
it now stands has been unexpectedly
made acute by smaller issues with
which the constitution should not
have been made to deal at all.
The men who have been trying to
have direct legislation extended to
the county, the city, the town and the
school district have had in mind some
local evil, real or imaginary,
with
which they believed the constitution
should deal. In our subdivision it has
been one thing and in another an-- ;
other. Hence the little conflicts which
have grown into the great conflict
which for the time has split the min-- ;
ority apart and threatens the constitution with serious delay.

PROVISION.
Although a minor provision, that
section of the clause on education
which prohibits school directors and
teachers from having any interest, di
rect or indirect, in any school contract, is a distinct step forward for
New Mexico. In Pennsylvania and
other states, it has been the law for
yearsl that neither members of city one ounce.
councils nor of school boards should
A GOOD

IT.

.

'REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J D. BARNES. Apent

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1910.

UNITED STATES BANK

Does a General Banking

C.

is

"

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

J. Richards, a Denver salesman,

at the Palace.

O. J. Muller, of El Paso, Texas, Is
a visitor in the city.
of
Guy Mackintosh, a salesman
Denver, is at the Palace.
L. A. B. Land, a hardware salesman, is here from Kansas City.
A. H. G. Palmer, a mining
man
from Mogollon, is in the city.
J. R. Duke, a sightseer from
Atlanta, Ga., is at the Claire.
Silviano Royhal, sheriff from Rio
Arriba county, - at the Coronado.
Margarito Romero, delegate from
San Miguel county. Is at the Palace.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable is
at Socorro today on official business.
Former Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the Santa Fe, is here from
Las Vegas.
Miss Madeline Mills is doing very
nicely and is on .the road to conva- -

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
President

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000.00

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

i-

NEW MACKEREL
FRESH BONELESS CODFISH
HOLLAND HERRING
NOW
IMPORTED SMOKED SARDINES
IN STOCK
SARDINES IN OLIVE OIL- -

Superintendent of Public Instruction James E. Clark and R. R. Larkin
left today on a hunting trip near Las
Vegas.

Also Hotel Choice

Mushrooms.

Former Territorial Treasurer

Sam-- j

uel Eldodt and Mrs. Eldodt are registered at the Palace. Mr. Eldodt is
a delegate to the convention.
Census Enumerator Casimiro S.
returned today to his home at
San Rafael, Valencia county, after
placing his daughter in the Allison
Mission school.
Captain J. W. Green) of Gallup,
special officer for the Santa Fe coast
lines, formerly superintendent of the
penitentiary, is a patient at the Santa
Fe hospital at Albuquerque, having

Small Button.

Lu-cer- o

H.

no26E

S. KAUNE &

F O R R

3

.

CO

Nf2N6E

ENT
'

.

rooms on San Francisco Street.

Just completed; excellent location.
APPLY TO

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Insurance
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Real Estate
19 San Francisco

Surety Bonds
Pnone. Red Ho. 189

St.

worker and a cheery companion. He
was chief clerk for the New Mexico
Central and formerly was with the1
Rock Island, coming here a year and
a half ago from Chicago which is his
parents' home.
When one of the New Mexico Central employes returned to Chicago this
summer and called at the Rock Island
offices there, there was a general
chorus of "How is Fred Mackie?"
showing the young man's lovable personality had left Its mark even In the
city where men usually drop out and
are Instantly forgotton.
In Masonic circles here he was
prominent and today when Masons
gathered at their reunion, Mackie's
name was pronounced in a tone of sadness.

Tonight when the Woodmen of
America meet Mr. Mackie will "be remembered, for he was the banker of
the local lodge.
In social circles the name of Mr.
Mackie is also mentioned today with
sorrow for he was always in great demand to enliven a party.
In athletic circles his power for
good was felt. He was manager of
the Peerless baseball team and this
summer put that team on a good footing, bringing order out of chaos, the
boys rallying around such a leader.
Said one of Mackie's many friends
today: "There was not a more popular young man in Santa Fe and it
was not because he was 'a good fellow' in the ordinary acceptation of
that term, but because he was" smart,
young, wholesome and cheery, making
the most of the talents given him. He
was a success wherever he went for
he was a hard worker. In fact, we
fear that his devotion to his many duties undermined his health."
Mr. Mackie was about 25 years of
age, and a widower. He is survived
by one son. His parents and a sister
who also survive him, visited him recently when he was seriously ill.
The remains will be sent to Chicago
at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow morning.

How a

QUiiat
Saves You
Money
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1HF. way to figure the cost to you of a
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VOU IS

TllTO
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nr.

and now is the time to get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s'ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other
material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

INVITED TOVISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

Santa Fe Trail Curia Company
WE HAVE A FEW

MORE

THAT WE ARE6L0SING

OUTLINE

OUT TO

MAVAJO RUGS

MAKE

ROOM FOR

OUR NEW STOCK.

Curios

.

-

Baskets

Blankets

-

New Management

S, E. Corner of Plaza,'

e C. b. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

'

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to $175,00 per acre. ,,These are
ideal homes ready for you.

LRGE
AND

to looate settlers on gov- -eminent land. We have irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed : men arei
.:
invited to correspond with us.

SMALL
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

....

LARGE
AND
SMALL,

IN.NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Abstracts af Title
v Realty Matters

?

RANCHES,

Wo are prepared

Legal

Rents

&

.

.1 -

,

..'

qtuli uesof Mudebaker wagons, arriages
It's the material that jroes into them
H'us iiib way iney are matte.
iaK r larm wagons liave axles V
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tliro,h'-,axles arc

Papers
Collections.

after the Are
the TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLICY.
NOW is

SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

,

Room

19

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Pe, N, M Tel Black 76
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Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply

jfir

Co

Santa Fe, N. M.

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
"ISE

THE STORE OF QUALITY.

haj callled our .store
reliable goods" and
vwe rather like the sound or the
phrase. it demonstrated to us
.Some

"the

one

home of

that our effort--

in supplying

.the

people of this community with dependable merchandise have not
been in vain.

WE BELIEVE WE HAVE MADE GooD,
ANYWAY,, WE STAND BEHINDE THE
COODSWE SELL, WE BACK THEM WITH
A GUARANTEE THAT MEANS SOMETHING

A DOLLARS WORTH FOR EVERY

dollar or every dollar back
OUR FALL AND WINTER SUITS (THE
KIRSCHBAUM ALL WOOL POLICY GARMENTS) WE BELIEVE THE BEST TO BE HAD
IN THE UNITED STATES roR THE PRICES
WE ARE MAKING.

.

black-head-

LEADERS THAT ARE LEADERS XND
VALUES THAT SPEAKToR THEMSELVES
AT FROM $10,00 TO 20.00 SUIT.
FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAINING AND
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.
THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
STYLE WILL DELIGHT YOU.

W. N. T0WNSEND

i

g

-

Do not delay until

'

e,r

&

CO.

o

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
tANOHES,

Slates Government mid probably 50S
greater than the ordinary wason.
J ne hiutieba
iter hulls are larsc in diameter
iiirnisnin; a proper foundation for the spokes.
i it y aie treated vwih a secret
solution whieh greatly
adds to tb-- ir weather resisting qualities.
I tie
Mudelwker scope should. r spokes one of the
fcietiesi improvements
in wacon building
carry the laigest amoeit of wood into tin
into. hey ait. irMn w here other spokes

We Arc the

.1

tie-gra-

The mercury shows that the winter is nigh

United

1

entered that institution yesterday for
treatment for
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Snydor and Mr.
Snyder's mother, Mrs-- Snyder of Areola, 111., who have been staying at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium for several IS SANTA FE THE
months, left this morning for Las Ve"PORT OF MISSING MEN"
gas. Mr. Snyder is superintendent of
agents of a well known insurance Harvey Lutz Is Running The Mayor
VALUES HIGHER ON
company and although his work kept
A Close Second as Finder of The
BOSTON WOOL MARKET.
him on the road a great deal, he spent
'
Lost, Strayed or Stolen,
sufficient time in Santa Fe to make
r
many warm friends as did his wife
There is Bulk Movement In Territo
Has Santa Fe become "The port
and mother.
rial Stocks Present Holdings
of Missing Men?" Can any one come
Fast Becoming Depleted.
to
the
lost
and
great southwest, get
SEVERAL MORE
POWER PROJECTS. the mayor or some one else here fail
Boston, Mass., Nov. 8. Activity in
to hear about it?
the local wool market, continues with
The
latest
From
is
that
Identity sought
Page One.)
(Continued
heavy sales and values higher. There
of Roswell Taft, supposed to be a
is a bulk movement in territory stocks,
was cut to .2 of a second foot and
operator. Harvey Lutz, agent while the local stock of desirable wool
subject to use of the military reser- of the Santa Fe has received the fol- is fast becoming depleted. Half blood
vation recently established for the lowing letter from Chicago asking territory especially is short on the
about this Mr Taft:
Territory in this canon.
account of the heavy sales of two
Nos. 402 and 441, by the Maxwell
Chicago, November 4th, 1910
months ago. Fine staple territory is
Irrigated Lands company, to change Mr. H. S. Lutz, Agent,
moving at 65 to 66, scoured with 61
to C2 for half blood. Fleeces are also
Santa Fe, N. M.
point of and allowing increased diverfirmer with Ohio and half blood held
sion at flood times from willow and Dear Sr:
I am trying to locate the where- at 30 cents and Wisconsin
quarter
Saltpeter creeks, to reclaim 25,000
A considerable
acres. The application was approved abouts of one Roswell Taft supposed blood at 26 to 26
with the proviso that the total ap- to be a telegraph operator, in fact am activity Is felt in Texas wools with
propriation shall not exceed the total exceedingly anxious to on account of heavy sales on eight months at 52 to
previously granted these applicants his folks, his mother is not expected 55 scoured basis. The pulled wool
and shall not be1 in excess of an aver- to live, and they..hwre- - made search market is well sold up while the foreign product quiet.
at various points without success.
age of 176 second feeta.
"Information has reached me that
Hugh Mackay of Denver,- - from
If you want anything on eartn try
Whitewater creek, near Alma, Soco- he left Chicago about May or June
rro county, for power to be used in to accept a position as operator at a New Mexican Want Ad.
mining and milling. The plant is to Santa Fe. In taking the matter up
with our Telegraph Department they
cost $7,500,
The application of James M. Beck- advise no record of Roswell Taft
ham, Jr., of Artesia, for water from ever being in telegraph service.
bogs on the lower Pecos was rejected
"It is possible that he was em"1 tried all kinds of blood remedies
owing to the late decision of the ployed by one of the other roads
which failed to do me any good, bnt I
Supreme Court of New Mexico in reaching Santa Fe. and If not too have
found the right thing at last. My
Vanderwork vs. Dean which holds much trouble would you mind making face was
full of pimples and
that seepage and percolating waters inquiries of the D. & R. G. or Santa After taking Cascarets
they all left. I am,
For
to
are not subject
appropriation.
Fe Central regarding such a party and continuing the use of them and recomsimilar reason the applications of J. let me know as soon as you possibly mending them to my friends. I feel fine
when I rise in the morning. Hope to
and others can.
M. Mueller of Roswell
have a chance to recommend Cascarets."
were rejected. This will work some
for
in
advance
you
your
"Thanking
Fred C. Witten, 76 Elm St., Newark, N.J.
hardship and will prevent develop- trouble, I am,
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
ment from a source that would other"Yours truly,
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, Z5c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuwise be available. There are many
A. G. SHEER,
ine
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
applications from the lower Pecos
Asst. Genl Frt Agent.
922
the
but
of
kind
this
for
water,
valley
territorial engineer is without juris- DID CHINAMEN FURNISH
diction and cannot approve them.
MUSIC FOR PREHISTORICS7
The application of Jo E. Leek of
Abbott, Colfax county, for small irri- Interesting Piece of Pottery Found at
Aztec Suggests Oriental
gation, from an arroyo, but rnnning
Musicale. '
up to 15 second feet in flood time,
was approved.
F. - S. Donnell, the Boston promotThe application cf H. H. Jastro, of
Bakersfield, California ,for 335 second er .who is interested in mines near
Mon-tanSanta Fe, has just returned from a
feet, to reclaim the Bernardo de
grant, was rejected, on account motor trip throughsawSan Juan county
at Aztec a reof the prior filing of the Reclamation where he says he
Service for the waters of the. Rio markable piece of pottery which has
dug up and which has atGrande and tributaries, leaving no Just beenmuch
attention because it
tracted
water available for appropriation.
bears the figure of a man with a
No. 480, by James G. Kerr of Dem-inhanging down his back. He
for the waters of Fort Cumming's "que"
is playing a flute. The finder sold the
springs, was approved.
THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
relic for $19 which was considered by
the curio hunters as exceedingly trimust know his business thoroughly
FRED MACKIE DIES, AFTER
vial sum for such a find. .
LONG BATTLE FOR LIFE.
A. V. Kidder, of Harvard, who Is when putting up a prescription.
here studying pottery in which he is
PHARMACIST
A COMPETENT
Was One of the Most Popular Young well versed, in discussing the And said
Men In Santa Fe, Coming Here
that while he has not had the pleasour prescriptions.
From Chicago.
ure of seeing this unique relic he does puts up
not believe that it Indicates that the The ingredients are full strength,
After bravely battling for life Sleeping Giant ever took an active in- fresh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
against tremendous odds for weeks terest in musicales given by the
or "the ancient peoples" of no mistake in
and weeks, Fred Mackie died at 2
having your prescripo'clock this morning at the Sanitarium, the southwest "It is quite probable
tions put up by u,
one
was
of
the
an
Indian
with
flutist
that
the
proved
pneumonia having
complications which brought about his hair braided 'au que " he said,
"but I must say that it is extremely
the end.
THE CAPITAL
The news f Mr. Mackie's death cast rare to find pottery with figures of
a gloom in the many circles In which human beings. The idea, of course,
he was prominent and exceedingly of the prehistorics was to depict cerIn railroad circles he was tain ceremonies and their
popular.
& Co.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
much liked because he was a hard
blood-poisonin-

STOREROOMS
Three store
O.
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SOFT

following are suggested to the thirsty m soeaetbiBf
eool arid ravitingCIKOEX ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
AH Ariaka

....

,.

..'

........

,..;

'V

'

'

R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL&REBDON

Santa Fe Water

I

Call Sift

We'Agemts.

AND

Light Company

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

POOLTRY YARDS

FRESH LAID EGKiS everyMajr
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and Whit Wyandotte. Oblckena
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
germs nor Ptomaine poisoning,
only. No chance of Tuberculosis
A FEW FAT HEN8 KOK EATING.

PLACES

...'"

Mrfe from iltored water.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

24 Hour Electric Service
......

OilCS

T

PHARMACY

WIRE UP THOSE DAR

9
Tclepbtnc Red ! 5 nd bm
jfow orders delivered

-

BAY
and
NIGHT

Oration
3?
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by appropriated out of any money in
the treasury not otherwise appropria-ted, for defraying all and every kind
and character of expense Incident to
the elections and convention provided for in this act; that is, the payment of the expenses of holding the
election for members of the constitutlonai convention ana me eiectiou ior
the ratification of the constitution, at
the same rates that are paid for simi- !ar services under the territorial
laws, and for the payment of the mileage for and salaries of members of
Mnventinn nt the
same rates that are paid to members

For. Bus 1HS sUse

4

Louis Rocky Ht.

Si

fSTi'

--

(Read lip)
20
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Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...An

4 00
3 50
3 30
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There are a great many places and
occasions when the possibility of geteffects an
ting extra heat immediately
discomfort
the
economy by decreasing
of the worker. In the office, in the early
or after
morning or late at night, before
the steamheat is on, it is of importance
'to have extra heat. In the builder's
outside office, in the shipping room, in
the checker's shack, on exposed lofts,
In railroad stations, in studios, the

The greater! crisis in a woman's life
is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
he thoroughly prepared for the event,
in order that her health he preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed oi ous
a
which amis, nature in all necessary physical changes of
prepares the muscles
its regular use before the coming of baby
flesh fibres,
g for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the sk'n and
gnd
md strengthens aU the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, ana leaves
the mother in such neaitnrui
riitinn that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mover's Friend

.i. t.if.

Mother'

national law, and for the
B2ADFIELD REGULATOR CO,
of all proper and necessary ex
Atlanta, Oa,
messenand
penses, officers, clerks,
50
9 10
gers thereof, and printing and other
9135
exDenses incident thereto: Provided,
LEGAL FIGHT OVER
INDIAN GRADUATES
in (in
That any expense incurred in excess CARLISLE
10 15
AN ADOPTED SON.
ARE MAKING GOOD.
2 30
thousand
49
hundred
9
one
sum
of
of said
2 47
32
9
state.
The
said
48
dollars shall be paid by
3 07
Foster Parent is Charged With Hav8 55
55
3 45
said money shall be expended under Casa Blanca Pueblo Recently Arrest9 05
ing Violated Agreement to
"3 S5
odorless
ed for Violating Game Laws
the direction of the secretary of the
l6sofatt?ry smokeless and
8 20
llOoIfax
Educate Son.
f8
4 15
8 02
Not a Graduate.
fierrososo....
76
interior, and shall he forwarded to be
4 43
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 8. In the
82
Ar
Olniarron... .Lv 7 m45 6 35
terri5 00
the
in
.
.
a -- .1.,
ft
present
mitrri
locally expended
Ar a
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
probate court yesterday a novel petiVt r'J"
It is safe, smokeless ana oaoness.
a ntresfor
1.
6 27
Nash
tory of Arizona, through the secretary6 18
ft
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 8. That tion was presented by Cornelio Gar6 17
Harlan
neces5 28
nf saifi territory, as may be
on nffnrr is heinsr made in certain cia, in which the petitioner claimed
6 00
94
Ute Park. N. M...LT
Ar
6 45
p m
sary and proper in the discretion oi, quarter8 to reflect on the character that Santiago Garcia, who had adoptthe secretary of the interior, In order of the work accomplished among the ed Cornelio's son, Pablo, some five
North andrsouth.:
to carry cut the full intent and mean Indians by the Carlisle school of Penn,Oonnects ac Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train both
years ago, has failed to keep the terms
SStase for Van Honton N, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
ing of this act."
is the statement made in a of the agreement made at the time of
sylvania
N. M., for BlUabethtowa, S. M.. at 9:00 a. m. daily except
Uto
Parle,
teavas
'
Stage
received by this paper from a the adoption, and has compelled the
and is attached to the font by a chain.
The above provisions of law,
one way $3.50 round trip ; Qfty pound basque carried free.
Sundays, Kare
become wedged, because of a new
now lad to herd Bheep and do other menial
in general language well known American woman
though
providing
Dm Moines, N, , for tuo south at 11:11 p. m. Jarrlves from the
an
in
unscrewed
O. A S. train lev.
conSt?uction7.Sa consequently, it can always be eas.ly
for the expenses of election of dele- making her residence at Laguna where work, preventing him from securing
South at 4:38 a. m.
instant for rewicking.
gates to the constitutional conven- Rho is teachine and studying the In- an education.
According to the petiin Japan or nickel It is strong,
F. M WILLIAMS,
rates ca&m. She takes occasion to correct tion, Cornelio Garcia permitted his
J. VAN HOUTEN,
the
restricts
nevertheless
The Perfection Oil Heater is finished
E. G. DEDMAN,
tion,
ornamental.
and
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
of compensation and reimbursement tke statement recently published to son, Pablo Garcia, to be adopted by
durable, well made, built for service, yet light
Superintendent
If mt at youri. write Tar aexnpaot arauar
Dealers Evenwhert.
to he paid the election oflicers to tne tne e(ect that a Casa Blanca Indian Santiago Garcia, providing the latter
rates as are paid for similar recently arrested for violating tne would feed, clothe and educate the
Services under the territorial laws. In game laws is a Carlisle graduate. The boy and maintain him in a proper and
other words, said officers are to be re- letter is in part as follows:
respectable manner. In the petition
(Incorporated)
imbursed for the necessary and proper
filed yesterday Cornelio claims that
"Dear Sir In your paper of
incurred by them incident to
an
statement
about
expenses
a
was
there
Santiago has totally disregarded the
TICKETS
FOR
ASK
their duties at this special election at Indian, U. G. Paisano of Casa Blan- - agreement for the last five years and
the same rates they would have rewho is a prisoner for violating that instead or going to scnooi anu
I
it will, the people in Pyramid win ceived under similar conditions in a ca,
CONVENTION SPARKS.
the
game law, which said "that he is becoming educated, Pablo has been
oi
instead
have to thank Mr. Murray,
election.
territorial
a mfliiate of the Carlisle government chasing over hill and dale herding
when general
doing as they have in the past,
In answer to the specinc question Tndlan school at Carlisle, Pa, Possi-- . sheep. Pablo was eight years old at
(Continued from Page Two.)
From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
it was not thanks they uttered, py of the secretary of Arizona, I am of My he gaid ao Dut he ls not. win tne time Santiago took him over, and
Douglas, and all Points in New
used in most American states is out ramid County, ...
opinion that if the territorial laws of you kindly correct this mistake in the, is now thirteen years old. Cornelio
Mexico. Arizona, Mexico and to the
Arizona provide for meals or suosist- - next issue? I ask it because there .Garcia indicates in his petition that
of date, useless, costly, and often agenerMEXICO
,.
NEW
ence as a part of the compensation has been a serious report at Washing- - j!he is not able to care for the boy and
ine
of
source
via
Pacific Coast,
A DDIV A
great injustice,
y'-,,rtl--O
to
or expenses of election officers, pay- ton about the character of Carlisle requests that the lad be taken away
accept a grand JuryL,,
is
AKKI
al
apt
public
Thenceto
CENTRAL
Torrance,
in
ment of same, where a necessary and
Santiago
indictment as practice,!;? a VeratCT or
w thoir- flisndvan-'fro,jnfM f3 i. tn
" Garcia and placed
reari
reof their duties, may giauunbco,
will
he
indictment
where
At
incident
merely
tne-some
other
of
Carlisle.
proper
to
family
the
and
yet-iniury
esilty,
11 Paso & Southwestern
Palace.
basSystem
The court issued
be made at the customary reasonable one time a paper stated that six La ceive an education.
presents a charge of wrong doing
Mackintosh, Denver; M. RoGuy
would
such
evidence
to In an order, citing Santiago Garcia to apsided
payment
otherwise,
back
rate;
had
ed upon the one
Silver
gone
H.
Betts.
H.
graduates
guna
mero, Las Vegas;
bv a public prosecutor or per
dian habits and dress and did not pear this morning and show cause why
Mogollon; not he authorized.
motive r.itv A. H. G. Palmer, A. W. Har
a
Respectfully,
sinister
men
This paper, which I he should not be deprived ot tne cussnpa lr TCnelish.
having
haps by
L. A. Bland, Kansas City;
L.
P.
MITCHELL,
minor.
of
the
the
l
oam-ueanother's
cnarauiei,
eastern
an
was
one,
tody
gave
for blackening
think
, ris, Albuquerque; Mr. ana airs,
Acting Comptroller. names and we took care to find those
the charge is formulated alter a Be-C. J. Richards
Chamita;
Eldodt,
man
Association.
Educational
Mexico
New
cret hearing at which the accused
six and to know that they are all good mcOLAS CHAVES DIS- H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
circular letter has industrlous Indians, English speaking
The
following
by counsel or Denver;
APPEARS MYSTERIOUSLY.
no
has
representation
Claire.
For Rates and full information" address
Indicted men are arrestsome of them holding govotherwise.
H. J. been sent out:
Indians,
n
Tharker.
Albuauerque;
The New Mexico Educational Asso- ernment positions. One works for
ed and often kept In prison for a
EUGENE
East Las Vegas; J. R. Duke, ciation will be twenty-fiv- e
Albuquerque, N; M., Nov. 8.
years old me. These inaians tane a uuiuuibuuconsiderable time or put to much in Ryan,
BernaMlrnlas rhaves aeed 23. a resident
Alfred
Montoya,
Ga.;
Atlanta,
to
want
we
and
you
uuiiub,
in furnismng
convenience
G
able pride in being Carlisle graduates Qf Martlnez town and fireman at the
A.
St. Louis; Fred in December,
D.
Manning,
P.
lillo;
on
the
and in sustaining cnaracieis
though the basis of the cnarges Midland, St. Joseph, Mo.; Atanacio come to its birthday party
1
Albuquerque Wool Scouring Mills has
Paso Texas.
as to
29th.
are a credit to the school. One oi been murdered, perished of exposure
O. J: Muller, El 27th. 28th and
against them may be so flimsy
San
Juan;
Roibal,
We expect it to be the best and them, who reads the daily papers ask-!o- r
tal! absolutely before a jury or a uuu Prso. Texas.
b acci(lent or whether he is alive
court.
biggest meeting we have ever had. We ed me to write and request you to and weU lfJ the question wttich is seri- , 1
aoonsn-on
the
program
in
have been working
correct the statement."
It is well, however, that
a
ously agitating his friends.
Anastaci0
pre- ; since last June, and it is going to be
ing the grand jury as a necessary
A week ago Sunday Chaves, in com
"-'
x.
'
a good one. It will deal with things
liminary to trials for crime, iue ahwith another man and Mortimer
INTERVIEWED
pany
HERLOW
Montezuma.
A.
T.
has reserved the M. McDougall,
in which you are vitally interested.
zona .convention
IN KANSAS CITY. Anderson, aged 21, expense clerk in
peo-- ;
or
coronaao.
com'
tne
school
or
oflicers,
The
teachers,
right of higher judges
the Santa Fe freight offices, left tor
and other citizens oi
memtal
ury couicucu, b. sancnez, jsptutuici, mauu.
pie to have a grand
the Sandia mountains on a hunting
March,
F.
may
It
L.
Anker,
San
and
Miguel He Says Wool Prices Are Much Betcia ojo calitente;
greater Las Vegas
when the occasion demands.
.
trip. Early Monday morning, accordW.
Bennett,
prose-C.
in
getting
ter Than They Have Been In
happen at times that the public to fer--; cerrillos; A. Banad, Fort Sumner; county are actively engaged
ing to a letter written by Anderson
welcome
,
Mnriartv: A. Panaza,,
he defended upon
ready to give you a hearty
Past.
the
to Mr. Gates of the freight office,
and a roval eood time. The whole
ret out a certain crime or a general Trinidad Lopez, Gallup; S. Roibal,
Chaves left camp with his gun and
E.
to
home"
you
be
will
"at
.i;tiT, r.f lawlessness, in which case rhamita: Juan L. Garcia, Espanola;
community
N. M., since that time not the slightest trace
Al
of
Santa
A.
Fe,
T.
rates
Theodore
us
Herlow,
will
power
Thomas,
their
good
it
railroads
in
The
give
Gonzales, Taos;
the people will have
'
of him has been found.
fares for the round trip brought in yesterday 3,000 head of
probably 1
to institute investigation or proseou buquerque.
who came here six months
Anderson
old
of
the
one
is
train
as
lambs. Mr. Herlow
unue.
and we have most excellent
tion through a grand jury
ago from Detroit rooms at room 7,
service. Be sure to ask your ticket time sheep and wool men of that secBOTH SPEED AND EFFECTIVE,
the present system.
hotel. According to his
Metropolitan
This Indicates the action of Foley agent about the rates at least ten days tion of the great range country. In note the young men had shot two
The action of the Arizona convenif
he
and
to
out
that
want
way,
situation
and
start,
discussing the
as a result of the expedition be- Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle before you
tion is rational and progressive,
notice concerning Mr. Herlow stated that so far as he j deer
Cnaves disappeared. For the
ore
the example thus set could be follow Creek, Mich., illustrates: "I have has not received
for them.
can see conditions for wintering sheep paBt week Anderson witn the assist
ed with advantage Dy every oiuci been afflicted with a severe case of them have him wire
If you are a live member of our are very favorable now that a good ance of a
state in the union. El Paso Herald. kidney and bladder trouble for which
deputy sheriff and residents
will find it time and
many heavy shipments have been of the mountain country has been
I found no relief until I used Foley profession you
this
be
to
at
invested
well
money
made. But he added that all the ship- searching the canyons of the east side
Kidney Pills. These cured me en"While B. B .Ownby was up at
meeting.
ments so far added were lambs,, as of the range for some trace of the
Fe last week he attended the con- tirely of all my ailments. I was
Yours very cordially,
sheepmen have been holding back missing man whose disappearance is
stitutional convention. He happened troubled with backaches and severe
R. R. LARKIN, Chairman.
was
their ewes. The lamb crop last spring most extraordinary and baffling.
oratory
with
the
urinary
the
annoying
day
to be there
shooting pains
T. W. Conway, M. H. Brasher.
It ls understood Chaves has a wife
enjoyed irregularities. The steady use of Foley
and
in that part of the state was large,
the
over
hills,
all
Guard.
AT
National
Wants
RESERVATIONS
spread
Raton
TICKET8 AND
the Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my
are good, he says. "The and children in Martinez town.
lambs
and
the
He
investigated
m,i-accompanied
IN
The following letter,
CITY OFFICE
matter of county division, and found former troubles. They have my high- by a petition signed by 50 of the de- sheep industry is a very different
was a few W
dif
The
somewhat
Sold
was
recommendation."
est
by
a
that the situation
sirable young men of Raton and by thing now from what it
Mr. Herlow. "I have
said
ago."
been
influential
years
reportea
has
of
what
the
BLDG.
several
from
Capital
from
MEXICAN
Pharmacy.
ferent
letters
NEW
a
5c
business men, has been forwarded to bought the very best of wool at
in this section. This section is ori
new
or
Governor William J. Mills, petitioning pound. Of course some things must
ginally framed provided that the
that a National Guard company be at be reckoned in now on the wool propcounty should have 5,000 population,
osition before we compare prices the
once established at Raton:
UNION DEPOT.
and Sl.000.000 assessed valuation, and
Gov. Wm. J. Mills, Santa Fe, N. M.
past few years with the low price at
the old county should nave s.uuu popof Election Officers.
Expenses
"Dear Sir Accompanying this let which I said I paid. The open range
ulation and $2,500,000 valuation. It The Secretary of New Mexico, Santa
ter we are enclosing a petition, sign- has been re'ueed a great deal, and
was suDDOsed that the fine Italian
Fe, N. M.
50 of the more desirable class the government now charges a small
ed
Silver
of
City,
D.
W.
of
Murray,
hand
Sir On October 18, 1910, the Sec- of by
men of this city, who wish per capita fee for pasturing sheep on;
would
young
as
put
it
had worked this in,
retary of Arizona addressed a com
into a company the government reserves. Then the
a stop to the formation of Pyramid munication to this department as to become organized National
Guard,
of the New Mexico
this
that
learned
Mr.
government requires that a great
Ownby
follows:
county.
herewith
who
petition
and
MEX
respectfully
obNEW
had
CO.
Mr.
AUTO
many ot the sheep be dipped before or
Murray
was a mistake.
In the accounts submitted to this
R
that your efforts be enlisted in their after they have been put on the re--;
were
which
to
su
these
of
office
of
several
figures,
the
boards
lbs.
hundred
by
jected
$5.00
of
per
behalf.
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- the rate
of the men in the east- pervisors In connection with the ex
serves, and that adds a few cents per
Special automobiles furnished U ac urged by some
SC0T1SH
These men have been judiciously herd to them. But, after adding all
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
he
that
and
dele
of
of
recent
the
the
election
for
ern
penses
territory,
of
number
part
commodate
passenger
the
any
for
the
with
those
selected
by
working
Roswell, N. M., connecting
reiu-ceand
convenpresent
these expenses
comparing
RE-UNIOgates to the constitutional
any had succeeded in getting them
company, and you may safely feel as
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with
so that the new county would tion, I find several items 'meals for sured that the additional number of wool prices with a few years ago, the
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads
oft now. It ls
SANTA FE.N.M.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor only have to have 3,000 population election officers' I would be pleased desirable men can easily be secured sheepmen are far better
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
com- and $1,000,000 valuation, and the old to have you advise me if I should pay with the assurance that the organi claimed that we are short on wool and
N.
Santa
ranee
M.,
for
by
Fe,
arrive
a.
m.,
8:30
Leave Vauglin at
Nov. 7, 8 & 9th.
those accounts.
that we ought to take off the tariff and
will be recognized by the
municating with Manager of the Ros- county 6,0p0 population and $1,500,000
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
was zation
to for-On
October
Boston
the
from
24,
allow
question
let
would
at
This
exportations
N.
probably
valuation.
M.,
arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell,
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For this occasion the Santa Te
of the
to
will sell tickets from points in
"For company officers, there are eign countries, then we have to take
least 24 hours In advance. Rate foi Pyramid in, although there is some submitted for the comptroller
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Mexico to Hanta Pe and
holds
New
in
who
on
treasury
At
opinion,
this
subject.
of doubt about the population in this secfour or five men actively interested up another thought
return at one and ouelltth tare
Baggage allowance of BO lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four
opinion of October 28, 1910, that if the in the formation of the company, the present time in the Santa Fe disround trip
for
tbe
come
will
It
to
at
either
tion
enough.
fewer passengers
point.
being large
each regular ticket, excess baggage
territorial laws of Arizona provide
com trict not more than 10 per cent of this
pretty close to 3,000, but it may. just for meals or subsistence as a part of who for military experience,
Dates of sale Nov. 4 to 8th
miss it Mr. Murray has done all the compensation or expenses of elec- manding personality and business year's wool clip is in the country. It
to
Return limit Nov. 13th.
that the most enthusiastic Pyramid tion officers, payment thereof may he abilitv. are eminently qualified com was about all sold last spring soon
of a'
after clipping time, and for more
county man could ask for. A further made at the customary reasonable take care of the business
or money that it would
SANTA FE All The Way.
bring now. Kanhas been added, and that rate, and that otherwise such payment pany. We have the hearty support
TIME TABLE ALL
WOODY'S HACK LINE requirement
the Commercial Club, the mayor, the sas City Drovers' Telegraph.
is that there must be an election at would not be authorized.
LOCAL TRAINS
business men and the people, who, in
of the voters in the
which three-fifthA copy of said opinion is enclosed
Prom
general are very favorably disposed
new county must votei in favor of tdivi for your information and guidance.
towards the new proposition.
The foUowins are the time tables
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Very respectfully,
"We are firmly convinced that
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company of the National Guard, estab
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Titus has
Leave
C A
Bounds Trains.
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Treasury Department.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of soldier's home there it not a known
to the new state. In
credit
a
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Washington, October 28, 1910.
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LAST YEAR
Census Bureau Issues Preliminary Report to Cover
Laths and Shingles
SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE NOTED

Nine Tenths of the Yellow Pine
Stumpage Is East of Rocky
Mountains.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. The
lumber cut in the United States dur5
ing the calendar year 1909 was
million feet, board measure, as
against 33,224 million feet in 1908, and
40,256, million feet in 1907. This was
an increase of 34.2 per cent over 1908,
and of 10.8 per cent over 1907. The
output of lath and shingles during
1909 was 3,712 million respectively.
The increase in the production of lath
in 1909 over 1908 was 24.3 per cent
and over 1907 1.3 per cent, while the
corresponding increases for shingles
were 23.4 per cent and 26.4 per cent.
This information appears in a pre
liminary comparative report covering
1909, 1908, and 1907, which was transmitted today to Census Director Durand by Chief Statistician William M.
Steuart, under whose supervision it
was prepared by J. E. Whelchel, expert special agent of the division of
with
manufactures. In
the forest service of the department
of agriculture,, the bureau of the census annually collects and publishes
statistics pertaining to the group of
lumber and timber industries.
The substantial increase over the
two preceding years was general, few
of the individual states showing a
decreased cut. The figures for 1908
and 1907 were collected by mail, and,
while including the commercial mills
of the country, did not in many cases
cover the small neighborhood mills
whose output was consumed locally.
The relatively large Increase in the
number of mills reporting for 1909,
together with the increase in the cut
for that year, was due largely to the
fact that the field force of the census
bureau, which was engaged in gather
ing statistics of all branches of manu
facture throughout the United States
secured .returns from practically every sawmill in operation during the
whole or any part of 1909, without regard to Its size and in this way there
have been included many small mills
not covered by the mail census in the
preceding years.
Large Increase In Cut of Yellow Pine.
In the group of coast states, from
Virginia to Texas, inclusive, togeth
er with Arkansas and Oklahoma, there
s
stands probably not less than
of the present supply of yellow
pine stumpage. The proportion of the
total cut of lumber in the United
States contributed by this group, together with Kentucky and Tennessee,
has been steadily increasing during
recent years. In 1907 their output was
17,834 million feet, or 44.3 per cent of
the total; in 1908, 15,056 million feet,
or 45.3 per cent of the total; and in
1909, 22,057 million feet, or 49.5 per
cent of the total. Tellow pine, includ
ing the several species, longleaf,
shortleaf, loblolly, Cuban, etc., constituted substantially the same per cent
of the total cut of lumber in these
states in each of the three years, fur
nishing 72 per cent in 1909, 72.8 per
cent In 1908, and 72.4 per cent In 1907.
The large Increase in the number of
mills reporting from this region in
1909 over 1908, namely, from 12,824
to 23,255, amounted to nearly two- thirds of the total increase in the num
ber of mills reporting for the entire
United States between these years.
The increases in this group of states,
both in the number of mills and In
cut, were due undoubtedly in large
part to the many small mills In remote localities which were reached by
the agents In 1909, but which are difficult to canvass by mail. The limited
output of mills of this class and size,
however, is almost without exception
consumed in the Immediate vicinity of
Its manufacture, and hence exerts little or no influence on supply and
prices In the general lumber market
of the country.
Production in New York and New
44,-58-
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Mrs. Lena Gresham, of Clinton,
Miss
Has a Few Facts to
Tell Our Readers About
Cardui.

PRETTY COSTUMES POSSIBLE AT
MELONS ARE BETTER SERVED
A 8LIGHT COST.
WARM, 8AY SOUTHERNERS.

Thl Is the Season of Clever Arrange"
ment and Frenehy Fixings That
Give Range to Inventive

Young Woman.
Miss. "Thanks to Cardd,"
writes Mrs. Lena Gresham, of this place,
Pretty touches and Frenehy fixings
"I have been greatly relieved."
distinguish this summer from its
"I suffered lor three years from female predecessors. Given a natural taste
inflammation, and had taken medicine and a gift for invention and the girl
from four different physicians without
of today may have any number of
much benefit.
pretty getups at comparatively small
"I h re received more benefit from cost that
is, if she has the time for
beven bottles of Cardui, than from all the
fixing and fussing.
physicians."
A white lawn frock had a band of
Just try Cardui. That's all we ask.
It speaks for itself. It has helped so pale rose colored linen worked with
many thousands, it must be able to white on the skirt and a little Jacket-shapegarniture on the waist worked
help you.
Trying Cardui won't hurt you. It Is in the same way. A white lawn frock
safe, harmless, gentle in action, and flowered with roses was trimmed with
pale pink linen bands, and a little
purely vegetable.
If you are weak, tired, down and out, shoulder strap arrangement was also
of the pink linen.
fry Cardui.
With white lingerie frocks one of
If you are sick, miserable, and suffer
from womanly pains, like headache, the fancies is the black belt either of
backache, dragging feelings; pains in patent leather or silk. The new linen
side, arms, legs, etc. try Cardui.
dresses are often incrusted elaborateIt is the medicine for all women.
ly with soutache or embroidery. With
all such costumes, the big flat legIt is the tonic for you.
N.
to: Ladles Advisory Dept.. CtuHi. horns trimmed with flowers are the
A
oooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term., for Special
popular head covering.
lovely
book. Home Treafraeal frock worn
Jitstructionsltini
by a young girl at an
.w. w win, iii m hi iu gjioiu w i ihkii uu iTuurim
had
a skirt
birthday party
with five three-incfrills of white
California.
lace. The skirt was narrow, but not
Softwoods and Hardwoods, and Prouncomfortably so, and the ruffles were
duction of the Leading Species.
scanty. Up both sides the front in
Of the total production of lumber in narrow
panels there went a row
1909 softwoods supplied 33,875 million of
these ruffles to the
waist;
feet, or 76 per cent while hardwoods there were 16 by actual
count
contributed 10,693 million feet, or 24 on each side. The tunic and bib
per cent. Softwoods contributed 1 waist was of crepe de chine printed
per cent less of the total production in with tiny rosebuds on a white
1909 than in 1908 and 1907, in each of ground.
which years they formed 77 per cent
This tunic came well below the
of the total.
knees at the front and was draped at
The reported cut of yellow pine in each side up and back by a
big Louis
1909, 16,277 million feet, constituted
knot of the Dink ribbon, which panehr.
36.5 per cent of the total lumber outit at the Bides below the panels of lace
put. This proportion was substantialmils. The back of the tunic was
ly larger than in 1908 and 1907, in longer than the front, but had the
which years it formed 33.8 per cent same general lines, formed by the side
and 32.8 per cent, respectively, of the drapings.
total. Douglas fir lumber, which rankThe entire waist and the elbow
ed next to yellow pine in 1909, with a sleeves were of lace frills except for
reported cut of 4,856 million feet, the high bib of the crepe. The belt
formed 10.9 per cent of the total out- was of the crape with a rosette of
put in that year, as against 11.1 per pink ribbon on each side above the
cent in 1908 and 11.8 per cent In 1907. lace panel of the skirt. Down the
White pine, with an output of 3,900 front of the lace yoke above the bib
million feet, contributed 8.8 per cent there were five pink satin bows. The
of the total in 1909, as against 10.1 per neck was square, finished with a narcent in 1908 and 10.4 per cent in 1907. row pink satin band. The hat was a
The reported cut of oak lumber in big natural leghorn trimmed across
1909, namely 4,446 million feet, was the brim and over the crown with a
substantially larger than the output band of big roses.
of this species, in either 1908 or 1907.
It formed 10 per cent of the total in
COVERINGS
VERY
GAY
1909, as against 8.3 per cent in 1908 BED
and 9.2 per cent in 1907. A steady decrease is noted in the proportion of Printed Dimity or French Stamped
,
hemlock lumber in the total producDamask Are Among Those
tion during the last three years. It
Liked the Best.
formed 8.4 per cent of all lumber in
1907, 7.6 per cent in 1908, and 6.8
Among the smartest of the new bedper cent in 1909. A similar showing covers are those of printed dimity or
was made by spruce, which declined
French stamped damask. These are
from 4.3 per cent of the total In 1907 made with a border in gay colors to
and 4.2 per cent in 1908, to 3.9 per cent match the wall decoration and on top
in 1909. Western pine showed little of bed have a large wreath oV oval ol
flowers.
variation in actual or relative producThe covers are made long enough
tion in the three years. Its contri
bution in both 1907 and 1908 formed to hang over the bed, almost to the
3.8 per cent of the total, and In 1909, floor, all around, and are drawn up
3.4 per cent. The cut of lumber from over the bolster roll.
Another good looking cover is in
no other species reached as much as
cream colored embroidered net over a
3 per cent of the total output In any
figured damask in
of the three years, though a substanpattern.
tial increase in the production of hick- The toning is a soft ecru. This, too,
ory lumber was shown for 1909, when is brought over the roll that is used
by day.
a cut of 338 million feet was reported.
Many women who have cotton
MILITIA WARRANTS
spreads patched by their grandmothARE UP AGAIN. ers are bringing them out in this day
of printed covers. This is only possible when the coloring is harmonious,
(Continued from Page Three)
as many of the old quilts show wonwhen it advocated that the printing derful stltchery and little taste. Those
presses be set in motion to print pa- quilted in all white in Intricate deper to pay the debts of the nation. It signs are artistic even to modern nowas the Eepubllcans who over Demo tions.
cratic protests resumed specie pay
ment and paid the nation's debt dollar
OF BLACK SILK
for dollar. In 1896
the Demo-

Recipes for Salad Dressings Sweet
Wine and
Small Amount of
Fine Liqueurs Used How to

Prepare Currants.

CUnton,

d
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h

-
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all-ov-

again,
cratic party, advocated paying honest
debts with fifty cent silver dollars.
They had then as they have now,
Democrats who refused to follow their
leaders.
Their plans then as now,
spelled dishonesty and repudiation
and their memories must be short indeed if they do not remember what
the country said then and the same
verdict awaits them now.
Charles A. Spless asked Sedillo 4o
withdraw his amendment so that it
could never be said that a suggestion
for repudiation came from a Republican member of the convention, but SeEngland.
dillo refused and his amendment was
total
lumber
of
the
The proportion
voted down.
cut of the country contributed by New
C. R. Brice, angered by the charge
York and the New England states did of
repudiation against the Democrats
not vary materially during the three made
by p. W. Wood, disclosed some
9.6
In
cent
9
1907,
per
years being per
of the Inside workings of the last
cent in 1908, and 7.5 per cent in 1909.
amusement
legislature, to the
Industry of the convention. great
Although the wood-pulHe told how two
continues to make heavy and Increas- bills
slipped by him as well as by the
ing draft upon the supply of spruce, astute Charles A. Spiess and Thomas
this tree still practically shares with B. Catron, the
brightest lawyer In
white pine the place of first Import- New
Mexico, which contained Jokers
ance among the lumber timbers of that would
have permitted the Territhis region.. In 1909 its contribution tory being sued for
payment of
to the total lumber cut of this group the militia warrants.the He
admitted
of states was 18.8 per cent, while that that one of the bills was recalled
by
of white pine was 31.1 per cent.
Mr. Spiess an hour after It passed
The Output In the Lake States.
and properly amended.
The other
The relative Importance of the lake, bill was
about to be signed by the govstates Michigan, Minnesota, and Wis
when a member of the present
consinin lumber production contin- ernor,
convention accidentally discovered the
ues to decrease steadily, as the supJoker, called Governor Curry's attenstumpage grows less. tion to it and the bill was vetoed. He
ply of white-pin- e
cent
These states contributed 13.6 per
said, that these incidents, illustrated
of the total lumber cut of the United that
there is still a chance for these
States in' 1907, 13.2 per cent in 1908, warrants to be validated.
"I believe
and 12.3 per cent in 1909.
that some of these claims are Just,
In
and
California,
Output
Oregon
that some of them are good claims
Washington.
the United States but not
against
coast
outThe Pacific
states, with an
the
Territory.''
against
put 28.3 per cent larger In 1909 than
It was 11 o'clock when Section 3,
in 1908, and 2.2 per cent greater than as amended
by A. B. FalL was adopt
In 1907, nevertheless" contributed a
and adjournment was taken until
smaller proportion of the total cut of ed,
.:'
10 o'clock this forenoon.
the country In 1909 than In either of
the preceding years," the per cent for
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
1909 being 15.5, for 1908, 16.2 and for
Is the name of a German chemical,
1907, 16.8. 'Douglas fir was far In the
One
valuable ingredients
lead as lumber material In these states of of the many
Hexam- Kidney
Remedy.
Foley's
the
three
years,
production
during the
is
by
ethylentetramine
recognized
68.1
per
from this species constituting
cent In 1907, 66.1 per cent In 1908, and medical text books and authorities as
c
for
68.B per cent in 1909. It contributed a uric acid solvent, and
79.2 per cent of the total production the urine. Take Foley's Kidney RemIn Washington in 1909, and 83.2 per edy promptly at the first sign of kidcent In Oregon, while redwood formed ney trouble and avoid a serious mal45.6 per cent of the total output In ady. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
-
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Fruits are so cheap and so good
now that housekeepers should provide
them in one form or another for each
meal. Melons are at their best, so
that It has become almost a matter of
course to have them every day for one
meal or another.
Southerners declare that, people of
the north spoil watermelons by too
much chilling; that, like strawberries,
they need the warmth of the sun in
them; but (he weight of opinion still
seems to be on the side of the ice
box.
One of the most, popular ways
of serving watermelon is to split it in
two lengths, then with a large spoon
and a rotary "twist of the wrist"
scoop out the luscious pink flesh in
pieces. Arrange on a bed
of green leaves or cracked ice and you
will have a picture for the eye, as
well as a delight to the palate. Cut
in this way, which gives no waste, one
melon w ill serve 15 or 20
persons, according to the size of the
melon and the appetite of the diners.
At a recent luncheon the first course
was chilled melon, which had been
prepared in this wise: All tha center
of the melon was scooped out, rejecting the Feeds. This was broken with
a silver fork into small pieces, then
put info a freezer with the addition
of half a pound of powdered sugar and
the juice of a lemon. The freezer was
packed In salt and ice and turned
slowly for 15 minutes until a mushlike consistency was obtained. This
melon frappe was served in glasses
with a teaspoonful of sherry added to
each glass.
No summer breakfast is complete
without fruit. While most people pre-ie- r
it served au naturel, others with
English predilections take more kind-ito jam or some of the many stewed
or steamed fruits. Others find a salad
of fruit dressed with a few spoonfuls
of sherry and sugar one of the best
appetizers at the beginning of the
meal, while still others, loth to give
up their cereals, take a combination
of fruit and cereal.
In serving fruits au naturel arrange
them to please the eye as well as the
Nothing is prettier than
palate.
'.
leaves for decoration.
No prettier fruit for breakfast can
be found than currants, red and white,
on the stem. Put a border of the
leaves about a pretty china or glass
dish, and pile the fruit on them. Serve
with powdered sugar.
Oranges for breakfast are easiest
served cut in halves. They are delicious made in a compote with rice.
Take the pulp out as whole as possible and drop into a rich boiling sirup,
leaving it in Just long enough to heat
it through". Make a nest of rice, put
the orange and pulp in it and serve
with whipped cream.
Fruit salads are .not nearly so well
known as they should be. The dressing of a fruit salad for the gourmet is
usually of sweet wine, with just a
suspicion of fine liqueurs, but for ordinary use other combinations are preferable. Sweetened whipped cream,
lemon juice, fruit juice, French dressing or mayonnaise are all used with
cone-shape- d

good-size-

y

fruit.

8tuffed Tomato Salad.
Chop fine one cupful of cooked ham
and season with salt, pepper, celery
seed and chopped onion. Add half
a cupful of bread crumbs and mix to
a smooth paste with French dressing.
Stuff tomato shells and serve on lettuce with mayonnaise. Watercress
salad is also good to look at and
"gooder" to eat. Use the tender
leaves of the cress. Let them stand
in cold water to make them crisp
and then wipe dry. Sprinkle over them
a teaspoonful of parsley and olives,
chopped fine. Add a few slices of sour
apples and pour over It the French
dressing which Is made of one
of vinegar, three tablespoon-ful- s
f
of oil,
teaspoonful of salt
of a teaspoonful of
and
pepper. The two latter ingredients
should be mixed in slowly. To garnish
watercress a
egg chopped
fine and scattered over it is an imtable-spoonf-

one-hal-

hard-boile- d

provement

TO

MAKE

ANGEL FOOD TO PREPARE THE SUCCOTASH

Flavor With Almond and Rub lelng Combination of Sweet Corn With
Other Edible Makes a Moet
Smooth With Boiling Water DifAppetizing Dish.
ference In Sugar Used.
Husk half a dozen ears of nice
This Is an original recipe, and if all
directions in regard to quantity, and sweet corn, remove every vestige of
the silk and cut the corn from the
combining of material, as well as directions for baking are followed, suc- cob. Put the cobs in a large saucecess is assured (use un creased tube pan, breaking in two If necessary, to
make
Pour a pint of
mold, medium size, and a graded water them fit in.
into the
cover closely
measuring cup); all measurements are and let the cobsaucepan,
cook for half an hour
lexel; do not pack down flour when to
extract their flavor. Measure the
measuring, jujt fill cup lightly and corn cut from
the cob, add to It an
level off top with knife. Ingredients
equal quantity of shelled lima beans,
One cupful of whites of eggs,
put the beans In the saucepan, having
cupfuls each of granulated and first removed
the cobs, and add
h
powdered sugar; one and
milk to cover. Cook until the
cupful of finest pastry flour; one tea- enough
beans are soft enough to be easily
spoonful each of cream of tartar, vawith a fork, then add the corn
nilla and almond extract; a pinch of pierced
and cook five minutes.
Season with
salt.
Method Sift sugar and flour Ave salt, pepper and a little sugar and
times separately before measuring, plenty of butter. Stir a heaping teathen combine and sift two more times, spoonful of flour in a cup of rich milk,
then let stand in sifter until needed. then stirtothrough the bean and corn
slightly thicken. Cook Just
Put whites of eggs In round bowl mixture
two minutes and serve.
large enough to allow for expansion in
Another
of making succotash
whipping; add the salt, then with a is to mix way
equal quantities cooked
flat egg whip begin with light, even
shelled beans and corn boiled and
strokes; when they begin to froth add cut from the
cob, then reheat and
the cream of tartar, whip until so stiff season
that if a portion is taken up on whip little with salt, pepper, butter and a
and reversed they will stand up in a which sugar and some of the water in
the beans were cooked.
point; then add the flavoring, whip
in lightly, then sift sugar and flour
over evenly and with a light dipping TO WASH
CHAMOIS
GLOVES
motion fold in until all Ingredients are
well mixed.
Fill carefully into the
Directions for Cleaning Fragile Artimold, seeing that mixture reaches the
three-fourth-

s

one-fourt-

cles Which Will Be Well
sides, then place in a moderately hot
Worth Remembering.
oven and watch carefully; the cake
should rise to top of mold and rise
In washing chamois gloves do not
smooth and slightly rounded, without
them or even squeeze very dry
wring
showing more than a golden tinge; if as with
at any time the oven becomes too hot skins ordinary glove cleaning. The
pull easily and wringing breaks
open the oven door and let the hot air the tender
fabric.
escape; this may be done at any time
Put the rinsed gloves into a thick
without danger of the cake falling, but
never move the cake or Jar stove when Turkish towel and press out most of
the moisture, then hang them in a
opening the door, or place a kettle of
strong current of air to dry. Fasten
cold water on stove while baking.
the pair together by buttons and hang
When the cake has been in about
with fingers down.
20 minutes the heat may be slightly
The shrinking, of which many woincreased; when done the cake will men oomplaln
in chamois glove washshrink slightly, and to test press with
ing, can be overcome bv drvlne the
fingers; if cake rebounds without makgloves on the hand, after they come
ing a hissing sound it is done;
it from the Turkish
towel and a few
should then be a delicate golden brown
minutes' airing.
color; take from oven and Invert can
Rub
until dry. The heat of
until cake is cold. (This process of In- the handgently
makes this drvlne: a nulrker
verting pan Insures a light caka, as it process than most women
imagine,
cannot sog while cooling, and when
and there Is little danger of taking
ready to ice remove the slides on sides cold.
of pan, dip a long, flexible knife in cold
Do not neglect rinslnr as well aa
water and cut cake from mold. Invert
in soapy water, if you do not
washing
cake on a plate, rub off any loose furry
wish your gloves to stiffen.
particles that are on sides and bottom,
then ice with a liberal coating of confectioners' sugar, flavored with almond
Codfish Hash.
and rubbed smooth with boiling water
Hashed codfish is a variation of the
(note the difference; use powdered familiar "balls," which is easier to
sugar for cake, but confectioners' prepare, and to many minds, more
sugar for icinA)
dainty.
It makes a good breakfast change
now and again.
Put the salt fish over the fire in cold
water, and when it begins to boil
take it from the water and shred it.
Mix it with as much mashed potatoes
as fish. Add a teasrfoonful of butter
and a tablespoonful of milk to each
cup of potato. Melt a tablespoonful
of butter in the pan and put in the
fish. Cook without stirring until a
brown crust forms on the bottom.
Fold like an omelet and serve with
little foldovers of buttered brown
bread.

FOR SALE One pair of close
matched driving horses. Inquire of

William

&

Rising.

WANTED Woman
for
general
housework family of five. Apply Mrs.
A. J. Fischer, Game Warden's office,
Capitol building 9 to 12 a. m.
FOR SALE Four little houses and
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
Garcia street, $1,750. Rent for $50
month. Lots on E. Manhattan 43x600,
$150. Walter Kraul.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
FOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid condition for lower prict. Inquire New
Mexican.
WANTED Men without experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, automobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade' in
few months without expense, 200 students last year. $30,000 contract jobs.

Write immediately. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

Dressed in "Black and Yellow"
Not "Football Colors" but the color
of the carton containing Foley's
Honey and Tar the best and safest
cough remedy for all coughs and colds.
Do not accept a substitute but see
that you get the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow carton with
Mack letters. Sold by The Capital
PLnrmacy.

f

;.

ENJOY AUTUMN BY
DRIVING THRU
t
THE COUNTRY

It's the best route back

to nature,
and will imbue new life Into your
wearied mind. The most pleasure
will be obtained by driving the

STYLISH LIVERY
We can furnish you.' Our horses are
all equal to the trip and our carriages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig
from us.

Potato Yeast Bread.
Slice very thin two medium-sizewhite potatoes, put into a stone crock
A smaTi
quantity of vinegar boiled and add a tablespoonful of sugar,
WILLIAMS 4 RISISG on the range will counteract the odor three tablespoonfuls of meal, one teaof boiled cabbage or other vegetables.
spoonful of salt and two cups of boil- 810 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red,
In darning curtains If the rent is ing water. Set in a warm place until
In the morning, after the
large, take a piece of an old curtain morning.
and patch the hole with it and the mixture has stood about twelve hours,
We Have Built Up
drain off the water and add to it two
damage will scarcely be noticed.
A crust of bread is best to clean a tea cups of heated sweet milk, one
sticky bread or cake pan. Never use teaspoonful of salt, one tablespoonful
a knife or anything that will scratch of sugar and enough flour to make a
the surface and invite more sticking stiff batter. Set in a warm place until light, then add a pinch of soda and
thereafter.
To mend a crack on the inside of a a tablespoonful of lard. Work In flour
range, use a filling made of equal to make a stiff dough, knead welL
parts of wood ashes and common salt make into loaves, set these to rise,
moistened with water. This will prove then bake.
hard and lasting.
The best way to extract the juice
Cream Waffles.
from an onion, when needed for flavorBeat two eggs light and add to a
to
a
is
cut
slice
from
the root
ing,
sour cream, into which a teaend of the onion, remove the outer pint
soda has been beaten. Add
spoonful
skin and press onion on a coarse
a
half
salt and flour to
teaspoonful
grater using a rotary motion.
make a thin batter.
Pour in
When the boiled mutton has served
waffle irons, which must be our Paint buslnes ty giving only the
its purpose as a dinner meat in one
piping hot. Turn the iron the mo- best grades for a reasonable price.
family it invariably returns at luncheon ment it is filled, shut
it, and in a few Every can of our Paint is reliable. It
or supper as a salad, and always with moments turn
When the waf- is made of the best White Lead end
again.
sandwiches filled with mayonnaise
fles are brown on both sides place
colors, giving a uniform-coamixed with chopped capers.
in layers and serve very hot, cutting
and spreading easily and smooththrough the layers to serve. Eat with ly without streaks or spots. These
plenty of butter and honey.
colors will not fade In the sun, and
Afternoon Tea Cakes.
As a dainty to serve at teas make
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
some little raisin cakes.
Rub one-haCurried Eggs.
cup of butter to a cream with
Fry an onion in butter and over it kinds.
one cup of fine granulated sugar, add make a sauce of milk and flour and
one cup of milk, two cups of flour a teaspoonful of curry powder. Cut
.
sifted twice with two level teaspoons bard boiled eggs into halves, arrange
f
of baking powder,
of
cup
them on a deep dish, pour the curry
f
chopped raisins,
teaspoon of mixture over them and arrange a cirDon't Do It Yourself.
Put a spoonful of butter cle of boiled rice around them. Garflavoring.
in little tins, buttered and floured. nish with parsley.
Have the pans but half full and when
baked ice the tops and sides and put
Cauliflower 8aute.
a whole raisin on each cake. Use the
Cut a head of cauliflower Into
patty pans with straight sides.
pieces, boll until tender in salted water and drain well. Put two
Maole 8uaar Fudae.
of butter into a frying pan
One pound of maple sugar, one pint and brown slightly, then add the
of cream, a few drops of vanilla, a cauliflower and some chopped parssmall lump of butter.
without burning and
ley. Brown
Break the sugar into small pieces, serve hot.
add cream and let it cook until it
forms a soft ball in water, or sugars
Borax and a Hot Iron.
on the edges of a pan. Stir constantSummer dresses may be made to
into
Pour
buttered
thickly
ly.
tins,
after beating lightly on removal from look like new if sponged withIna cloth
which
dampened in a bowl of water
You are sure to make a blunder o
stove.
This is nice with nuts added. But- one tablespoonful of borax has been t and maybe spoil something. Besides
ternuts or chopped cream nuts give a dissolved and then pressed with a hot rou will lose more time than
you can
Iron.
delicious flavor.
afford in trying to clean or press your
own clothes.
Send them to us and
Baked Cauliflower Caper Seuoe.
Wild Grape Marmalade.
done easily, quickly,
be
will
the
Job
After
cauliflower
until
the
Take the wild green grapes, Ctrl
boiling
open with a small knife and remove (tender in salted water, drain well thoroughly and economically. Besides,
'the seeds. Allow a pound of sugar to land mash into a smooth paste. Add it will be Been by your friends that
each pound of fruit Cut the grapes in ion cup of thick white sauce, five it was done by a
professional and not
the preserving kettle with a little wa- eggs well beaten, salt, pepper and an amateur, is not that worth someter and boil twenty minutes. Add the ' nutmeg. Mix well and poud into a thing.
sugar and cook until a drop poured in ' well buttered baking dish, and bake
a cold saucer will hold its shape. Re- ten minutes. JuBt before serving take
move at onoe and pour in cups or out of the oven and let stand a few
In putting up the winter minntes before turning out on a plat- Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
glasses.
store of Jellies It is alwaya a good plan ter, when it should be covered with
In so mtautfe
stoppef
sure with Dr. Whoop'
to fill some small cheese pott or egg a thick white sauce to which capers
One
lieiuedy.
Croup
tost will surety prove.
cups for use la the children's lunob have been added, and sprinkle with
no
No
voruHuie,
.fiaprlka.
.baskets.
A sofondiileasiiiiiiiruif
fOcDiuatiaUk
d

d

well-groun- d

Cocoanut Cream.
f
Soak
box of Eelatlnn in nna
cupful of milk until soft- then .at n
hot water until dissolved.
Add one
cupful of granulated sugar, stir until
dissolved and strain. When cold and
quite thick add one teasDoonful of va.
nilla, two cupfuls of freshly grated
cocoanut and one pint of cream whipped to a solid froth. Stir and mix
gently until very thick, then turn into
wetted molds and set aside until thorThe above
oughly chilled and firm.
proportions are sufficient for two ennA.
sizea moias.
one-hal-

p

,
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Here Is shown an attractive hath.
tag suit, cut with V neck and trimmed
only with two pointed revere and Jet
v
buttons.
When on a Trip.
No one should start on a trtn nr
summer vacation without a hot warn
and an ice bag. The need of them is
often when stores are closed.
Besides the bags there should h n
folding aluminum alcohol lamn. an it
Is rarely easy to get boiling
water
guicKiy :n strange places.
une vouoter.
Auat Hepey, wao neT9r nad attond.
ed a ball game before, listened
horror to the language addressedwith
by
the spectators to the umpire
'
that settles It in my mind"
she exclaimed. "They don't
play thit
game in Heaven!"

Asparagus.
Begin at top, break into
pieces until you reach the tough part
of the stalk. This you peel thinly
and break. Cook in boiling salted
water; It will all be equally tender.
Season with butter, pepper, and oraam
or thickened milk.
two-inc-

h

Swiss Cheese Sandwiches.

Cut rye bread very thin and nrii
lightly with soft butter. Between the
slices lay thin slices of Swiss cheese
musspread with lightly seasoned
tard.

Baking Powder Biscuit.
Sift two cupfuls flour into a basin,
add half a teaspoonful of salt and
three teaspoonfuls of baking powder;
then sift it again; Ohen rub one
of butter and one tableapoon-tfu- l
of lard finely Into it with the tips
I
Hl" LoM Her Gain.
ol the fingers. Add gradually enough
r
V? 8orry 40 hear 01 your loss, fsweet milk to make a soft dough.
(Mra. Finnegan."
Knead a little on a floured board; do
' "Sure, an'
what loss, ma'am
(not; handle much; roll out half
an Inch in thickness, out into rounds
with small cutter. Lay on a greased
"No loss, ma'am, at all.
He wot baking tin, and bake till ready in a
foot oven, usually about. 10 minutes.
jumuieu ror H.WQ, flU'sjn,"

r

table-spoonf-

lf

Charles W Dudrow

one-hal-

one-hal-

table-spoonfu-ls

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

GROUP

.
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They Lave one daughter, Dorothy Jean Griffith, and the court is
asked to award the child to the plaintiff. Mrs. Griffith alleges that her
husband abandoned her on July 1,
19'8, and has failed to contribute to
her support

Raton.

HOB

iff

4 Li A & ITP No 4

No

Denver,

BAKERY GOODS.
Fresh Pies, Cakes. Rolls, Buns, Cookies. Bread
VEGETABLES

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

Delicious Hot

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE CIT

X

j
j

!

Writing

His

Reminiscencies

Post-

master , C. Burke has received a
letter from L. Edwin Dudley of Vancouver, British Columbia, stating that
of
he ia writing his reminiscencies
his service in New Mexico as superintendent of Indian affairs in the years
1872, 1873 and 1874 and adds: "I wish
to procure a few photographs to illustrate these articles and if you have a
dealer who can send me a catalogue

Cream "ffleatr

I will send him an order."
Mr. Dudley was recently the U. S. consul at

Vancouver and a few decades
ago
was well known in New Mexico. His
152. I. M. Astler.
book will be awaited with interest by
Don't Fail to See Jean and the Cal- - those who are interested in the hisYour tory of New Mexico.
ico Ball at the Elks' tonight,
last chance. Change tomorrow.
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed
FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagimmediately.
Joseph B. Hayward, on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
Galisteo St.
Woodmen of America... A meeting
of the Woodmen of America will he
CONVENTION IS IN A SNARL.
held tonight according to an. anhealth-fulne- ss
nouncement made by the secretary of
(Continued From Page One.)
the local lodge, Clarence Bowlds.
Fresh Eggs From Nearby Ranch
not sufficient money in said fund to
It is pretty hard to get good fresh meet the interest and sinking fund
eggs, but I will furnish them fresh requirements therefor, the same shall
from my ranch thrice a week. Phone be paid out of other funds of the
your order to MacCallister, Red 126, State, to be repaid to the State or to
a
three rings.
the several counties which may have
alum-phospha- te
fifty-tw- o
In every one
alum
Aunt The furnished any portion thereof under
Will Give Charley'8
was
Acid
words for the comedy
"Charley's a general levy, out of the proceeds of
powders recently
analyzed Sulphuric
Aunt" have arrived and are being rentals and sales of said lands subse
e
tfian
cent,
twenty-fivfrequently
studied by a caste which will give quently received. Any money received
the
whole
weight
the
play In the near by 'the State from rentals and sales
of said lands In excess of the amounts
future.
Chemical
show
the alum from
How to save money on children's required for the purposes above menin the bread.
such
shoes is a happy suggestion made by tioned shall be paid into the PermaJohn Pflueger in his advertisement nent School Fund of the State.
Sec. 6. Except the debts specified
today. Being a shoe specialist, he
guarantees to provide the right kind in Sections 4 and 5 of this Article,
of children's shoes.
no debt shall hereafter be contracted mittee of the whole this afternoon Indebtedness as amended was adopt- on the roads was declared out of orCitron, by or on behalf of this state, unless and proceeded energetically to dis- - ed. A motion to reconsider and lay der.
New Raisins,
Currants,
As the New Mexican went to press
orange and lemon peel, nuts, dates, such debt shall be authorized by lawiPae ot tne remaining portion of the on the table by A. B. Fall was lost
mince meat, etc. F. Andrews.
the convention was still considering
for some single work or object to be Arncie on state, uounty ana Munici- - by a vote of 44 to 25.
The majority report of the Commit- the Article on Elective Franchise. A
The comparison of quality and pri dfstinctly specified therein, which lawPal inaeDteaness.
ces is a pretty gooa suggestion ana shall provide ways and means, exclu- - j Sections 7, 8, 9, and 10 were amend- - tee on Public Buildings and Institu- night session is to be held at which It
was planned to take up the report on
Travis in his ad for the Spot CaBh sivefl of loans, for the payment of the ed and adopted in short order. Debate tions was presented.
Solomon Luna moved that all com- Judiciary, but owing to the fact that
Store today is not only writing com- interest on such debt as It falls due, was cut short and dilatory motions
parison, but calling attention to new and also to pay and discharge the prin- were promptly voted d5wn. Section mittees except the committeees on ap arrangements had been made to re
goods ladies suits and other at- ctpal of such debt within fifty years!8 limIta county indebtedness to four portionment and revision be Instruct- ceive the election returns, an article
ed to report tomorrow afternoon. The not quite bo heavy in Its provisions
cent of the taxable valuation.
tractive offers.
per
from the time of the
contracting
nVi. t.-Ei.- jvionei onereu an ameno,- - motion carried.
wlll.be taken up for consideration.
Thanksgiving Turkeys, give us your thereof. Mr miMi law Ehnll tflkn ft-"
Elective Franchise.
order. F. Andrews.
"
'
until it shall, at a general elec- - j
feet
was
the
From 34 to 58. That
n Itemized statement certified by affldav-- K H. O. Bursum moved that the con
u
lm,ta ,
""
uuu, iia.c ucc. Duuu.ivu
TTnot. mntinn nf O T Pnhorta tVio vention
go into committee of the
temperature yesterday, fled electors of the state and have rerange in
amendment was tabled and upon the whole to consider the report of the
while the average relative humidity ceived a
majority- - of all the votes for motion of Roberts the section was Committee
on Elective Franchise.
was 70 per cent. The lowest temper and
LIVESTOCK,
against it at such election, and all adopted.
The motion carried and T. B. Catron
ature las night was 33 per cent and at moneys
Chicago Cattle 7000 weak beeves
such
of
raised
by
authority
of
order
the
raised
Tittman
was
was
to
chair.
called
the
There
point
450
760 Texas steers 410
6 o'clock this morning it was 38 per law shall be
550,
applied only to the speci- that the convention should consider applause as he took the gavel.
cent. The day was clear and plea fied
Steers 41$
Western
Stackers
675,
to
or
the
therein
stated,
object
the report in committee of the whole.
The report of the committee which 335
sant and tourists in the city expressed
575, Cows heifers 225 3 640,
Section 8 was was unanimous, was received.
payment of the debt therein created, He was overruled.
1035. Hogs 20,000 slow
their admiration forthe climate of and such law shall be published in at
Calves 750
with slight changes suggestF. S. Brown offered an amendment
adopted
Santa Fe.
840. Mixed 770
one newspaper in each county, If ed by W. D. Murray and C. R. Brice. to strike out that part of Section 1 five lower light 780
least
Election Returns will be read at the one be
845 rough 745
845
745
heavy
amend9
was
with
Section
therein, throughout
adopted
giving women the right to vote at
Elks' theater tonight during the pic-- the statepublished
765. Good to choice
to heovy. Pigs
by four insertions of said ments offered by W. D. Murray and school elections.
ttire show. Hear them.
0
820 bulk 785
830. Sheep
H. O. Bursum moved to table the 750
law in full in such newspaper of each C. R. Brice. An amendment by E. F.
420 Western 265
weak native 260
Buys Interest in Gregg's Cafe Har- county upon the same day of the week Saxon was rejected.
amendment as he believed that wom420. Yearlings 430
ry C. Smith, an experienced restau- for four successive weeks next pre540, Lambs
An amendment to Section 10 by G. en should vote at school elections.
rant and cafe chef from Denver, Col- ceding the election at which it is sub- A. Richardson, was tabled by 45 to The Brown amendment was rejected. native 475
660 western 475
655.
Kansas City Texas cattle 12000 inorado, has tak n a half interest in the mitted to said voters; provided, how- 31. A similar fate fell to an amend- .. Much laughter was caused by the
Gregg Peerles Cafe. He was also with ever, that the debt so created shall ment offered by A. A. Sedillo. Amend phraseology of the clause which cluding 500 southern steady to strong
the J. J. Greer Eating House people not exceed, including all other valid ments by C. R. Brice and W. D. Mur- reads: "Women shall be qualified elec- native steers 5
740, southern steers
were incorporated in the section tors at all school elections, provided 4
on the Rock Island R. R. and other and
625, southern cows 275
450,
outstanding obligations ot the ray
as it was adopted.
the same are held apart In time from native cows heifers 275
526, stackgood hotels in the west
state; excluding,' however, the debts
11 was adopted with a slight general elections." The 6hair asking ers feeders 350
Section
550, bulls 325
Suit for Divorce. Jean Griffith filed of the territory and the several counamendment and Sections 12 whether women or the elections are 450, calves '.
8 wether steers 4
a suit in the district court in the dis- ties thereof assumed by be state, one verbal
and 13 were stricken out.
to be held apart. A number of verbal 575, western cows 275
5.
Hogs
trict court at Albuquerque asking a per centum of the assessed valuation
C. R. Brice offered an additional changes were made before the secbulk 810
840, heavy 8
steady
divorce and alimony from Harry Grif of all property in the State of New section to
of
was
tion
incorporate provisions
Anally adopted.
820 packers butchers 820
842 2
flth on the grounds of disertion, Mexico subject tc taxation, as shown the Bateman Act. It was voted down
An amendment by Jose D. Sena that
845
835
light
cruelty and other similar offenses. by the last previous assessment for by a vote of 54 to 26.
women be compelled to give
their
The plaintiff alleges that she and state and county
An additional section offered by W. age under oath when voting, was deGriffith were married in Trinidad,
Furnished rooms for housekeeping
Afternoon's Session.
D. Murray was adopted and the entire clared out of order. An amendment
November 24, 1907, and later lived in
The convention did not go into corn- article on State, County and Municipal by Francisco Gauna that women work 160 Garcia.

A PURE, WHOLESOME, RELIABLE
CREAM OF TARTAR BAKING POWDER

NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATES

Y

Go To

HEXALL STORE

JM

The

Cream of tartar is derived from grapes. It is used in Dr.
Price's Baking Powder in the exact form and composition in
which it occurs in that luscious, healthful fruit. The
of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is beyond question.

IF YOU WANT THE

Host

8.

Something You All Ought to Seej
Ononko's Vow, and the Last of the.
Saxons. These pictures are great and
are at the Elks' tonight.
Santa Fe Lunch Counter Inside
the saloon, "Our Place." All kinds of
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B.
Bonhannan.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order in advance. Phone Black

Oranges- - Lemons, Apples, Bananas Grapes

I

Colo., Nov.

forecast is fair is fair weather
tonight and Wednesday with
stationary temperature.

Walnuts, Almonds, Jilberts, Pecans,
Brazils, Hickory & Black Walnuts

Jo.

I

TOPICS

i

GBOCERY AXD BAKERY

Hume

CITY

of
baking
in large quantities,
of
the
tests
powder remains as

g

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served.
THE BEST

IS NONE

FISCHER DRUG
THE

REXAlL STORE

TOO

GOOD

COMPANY
REXALL STORE

THE

different brands of
officially
greater
baking powder!
that a portion of
and unaltered

and

per

reported
of

alum baking

Head the Label

I
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Costs Money to Keep the
Children s in bhoes
DON'T

1mm

IT?

BUY THEM OF US AND SEE

f

IF YOU

w11

i

jLl

Hi

'

DONT SAVE LOTS OF THAT HONEY

WEARIG
LOOKING

comfort

Onpn

MARKET REPORT

h--

frm

...

He KffliEs

i

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

33,-0-

"

j

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

PEOPLE

of PROMINENT

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

With something new every day.

winter

is Coming

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
But one thing is certain-Win- ter
is Coming.
.'-

"
-

The wind is changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to be a
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of bnsiness will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
best sellers aud most popular numbers
.
off the boards, AT LEAST
TEMPO-RARILY-

You.'U do well to anticipate you rneeds

in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your mea
sure to be pleased.
sure--you'- re

Looking for your interest 'while you sleep.

We Guarantee
every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment.. This department has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKE ITS PLACE.

I

